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DESCRIPTION − MICROBASE RBS884M

ABSTRACT

This document describes the microbase provided by the
RBS 884 platform. It describes mainly the hardware
structure along with general performance.
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1 REVISION INFORMATION

A −−> B:
* three cascaded BS −> five
* MC−alarms connected to different EMRPM−ports
* Primary−>Main, Auxiliary−>Primary or Extension
* Clarified Channel Function allocation in chapter 8

B −−> C:
Page 11, §3: Added that the base station can use DC

power supply.

Page 11,§3: Added the last paragraph.

Page 27, §11: Added "or DC−CONN" in the figure.

Page 28−31, §12: Rewritten the section due to addition
of DC power supply.

Page 32, §13.1: Changed "The pico site.." to "The micro
site...".

Page 39−41, §15: Added "or DC−CONN + blind plate" in the
rightmost position in the figures.

Page 51−52, §16.11: Added this section.

Page 73, §20.7: Added the last paragraph in this
section.

Page 73, §20.9: Added DC−CONN.

Page 80, §23: Added "or DC".

Page 82, §25: Added DC−CONN and UPS in the abbreviations
list.

Page 84, §26: Added reference 12.
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2 INTRODUCTION

The first implementation on the RBS 884 platform will
be a microbase. The BS will be fully multimode, i.e.
have all channel functions:

− Digital traffic channel, DTC
− Digital verification, DVER
− "Analog" contol channel, ACC
− Analog voice channel, AVC
− Signal strength receiver, SR
− Digital contol channel, DCCH

The RBS884 platform utilizes building practice
BYB 401 001.
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2.1 DEFINITIONS

T1 connection:

The American standard for 1.544 Mbit PCM connection.
Carries 24 independent 64 kbit channels (DS0:s) which
are always numbered 1−24.

E1 connection:

The European standard for 2.048 Mbit PCM connection.
Carries 32 independent 64 kbit channels (DS0:s) which
are always numbered 0−31.

CLINK:

The general communication interface within the RBS 884
base station. A 2.048 Mbit interface carrying 32
independent 64 kbit channels (DS0:s) which are always
numbered 0−31.
(See ref <1>)

TLINK:

The CLINK as applied in the RBS884M and C. There are two
versions: TTL or RS−485 pseudo−balanced. The RS−485 one
is in principle the same as CLINK, but added buffer
units modify the specified characteristics slightly.

DS1: (Digital Signal level 1, 1.544 kb/s)

The metallic interface between a Carrier and a
Customer installation. 4−Wire interface of 1.544
Mbit/s.

DS0: (Digital Signal level 0, 64 kb/s)

One 64 kbit channel on a T1 connection. (Also used as
the name for a 64 kbit channel on a CLINK.)

EXT_AFS:

An Air Frame Syncronization signal used between
cabinets and from an external air frame sync source.

AFS:
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An Air Frame Syncronization signal used internally in
micro base cabinets to syncronize TRX:s.
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Micro base cabinet (MBC):

One cabinet and its internal equipment, supporting one
complete cell or a part of one cell. It can be a "Main"
or an "Auxiliary" cabinet.

Micro base (MB):

One node in the network supporting one or more
microcells. Consists of one or more MBC:s, placed at
the same physical location.

Radio Cabinet Group (RCG):

A group of transcievers/combiners connected to the
same RFTL.

Alarm:

An APT alarm in the MSC. Showed on an alarm display and
printed on alarm printer, in the MSC.

Fault signal:

A signal from the base station, indicating possible
malfunction. Can sometimes initiate an Alarm.

Internal alarm:

A signal within the MB that indicates a faulty unit.
Sent from a unit without system communication to a unit
with system communication, i.e. an EMRP or a device
processor. An example is a signal from a fan or a
Multicoupler. Will result in a fault signal.

RBS884M:

Name for the small, low power version of the
RBS884−family. 884M is currently only supplied in an
indoor version.
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3 FEATURE

One microbase cabinet provides up to eight dualmode
carriers of about 23 dBm/200 mW each, or 26 dBm/400mW
if double duplex is utilized (minimum half of that). The
power is defined at the antenna feeder connection.

Up to three cabinets can be connected RF−wise to the
antenna system forming one RCG (one group of antennas),
which is generally one cell. The output power in the RCG
decreases by approximately 3 dB for each added cabinet.

A cell can of course consist of more than one RCG.

Up to 16 cabinets can be connected at the same MB. This
is limited by the APZ limit of 32 EM’s per EMG.

The carriers are TDMA frame and slot syncronized in
digital mode, within one microbase. There is a
possibility to control the synchronisation externally,
in order to synchronize several base station sites.

A MBC also have place for two TRX:s that can work as
SR and VER.

A microbase can utilize duplexers in one or both Rx
branches, in order to reduce the number of antennas, or
use separate TX and RX filters.

Each cabinet has a switch to set an unique cabinet
identity, for fault reporting purposes.

A microbase is connected to MSC via one or more T1/E1
connections.

Microbases can be connected in a cascading arrangement
in order to reduce transmission costs.
The MB is also prepared to work as a "HUB" in a
star−network configuration.

In a cascading or HUB arrangement, each MB will become a
separate EMG and has its own control DS0 on the T1/E1.
In order to insert more than one control DS0 on the
T1/E1, multiplexing equipment is required in the MSC.

The product RBS884M is developed for indoor usage. An
outdoor version, RBS884C, is equipped with a climatic
shelter.

The RBS884M is compatible with the RBS882M/DM in the
sense that cabinets from the two families can be
connected in the same cell and common T1/E1 transmission
link, control link and antennas can be used.
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The microbase runs on either mains 115/230V, or 24V DC
(see §12.1.1). If AC/DC is used battery backup is not
needed due to

− automatic restart after power recovery
− pass−by mode in drop−insert operation
− alarm for mains failure

If backup is required, it can be provided by using an
external Uninterruptable Power Supply (UPS).

If DC power supply is used the last one of the three
functions for AC/DC above (alarm for mains failure) is
not valid. Battery backup is required to achieve a DC
power failure alarm.
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4 SYSTEMSTRUCTURE

Direct MSC connection:
MSC

―――――――――――――――k E1/ E1/ E1/| T1 l―――――――k T1 l―――――――k T1 l―――――――kl―――k l―――――k| | | | | | |――uETCt――u MUXtn―――――――――u MB t――――――――u MB t――――――――u MB t――..m―w―j m―ww――j| | | | | | || || | m―――――――j m―――――――j m―――――――jl―v―k ||.. ||STC| || |m―――j || |l―――k || | Up to five microbases can be connected in a cascading|STCt――――j| | arrangement with eight carriers / MB, on one PCMm―――j | | connection. If less carriers are used per microbase,l―――k | | the number can be increased, but the PCM lines may then|STCt―――――j | not have maximum Jitter & Wander.m―――j |
: | The connections can be either T1/DS1 or E1/G.703. See―――――――――――――――j 155 18−ANT 244 01 for more information on cascading!

Via RBS 884 macro base:
MSC

―――――――――――――――k E1/ l――――――――――――k E1/| T1 | | T1 l―――――――kl―――k l―――――k| | RBS 884 | | |――uETCt――u MUXtn―――――――――u t――――――――――――――――――――u MB t――..m―w―j m―w―――j| | Macro | | || | | m――――――――――――j m―――――――jl―v―k |... ||STC| | |m―――j | |l―――k | ||STCt――――j |m―――j | In the above application the RBS 884 Macro base is
: | used only for transit of the DS0:s used in the MB| (both speech and control DS0:s).―――――――――――――――j

The 884M is prepared to work as a "HUB" in a
star−network configuration. This will thus require
special equipment placed in the "FUTURE" board slot.

A MB will always become one individual EMG.
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MB can be co−sited RBS882m (indoor version) and
RBS884M (one or several cabinets). There are
restrictions on interconnection order and cascading, if
all system properties shall be maintained.

The multiplexing arrangement may be done in several
ways, e.g. using the Group Switch to combine the time
slots. This configuration is tested for RBS884M and C.
The figures above only indicate one possibility.
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5 FUNCTIONAL STRUCTURE

The structure follows the "Odysseus" split into
functional entities:

l―――――k l―――――k l―――――k l―――――k| | | | | | | |――――u TRA t――u CRI t――u TCB t――u ANP t――| | | | | | | |m―――――j m―――――j m―――――j m―――――j

CRI can be seen as consisting of two parts:l―――――k| |――u CRI t――| |m―――――j
. .

. .
. .l―――――――――――k l――――――――――k| Transm. | | Processor |――u Interface t――u Pool t――| Switch | | |m―――――――――――j m――――――――――j

The division is done to limit the impact of functional
or capacity changes to few parts. The parts should also
be able to to be combined in flexible ways, to create
different applications.

The base station depends on the AXE−10 distributed
operating system APZ, i.e. all EMRP SW and the MSC−BS
communication plus start/restart behaviour must comply
with its rules.
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6 CONTROLSTRUCTURE

The standard APZ EMG concept is used, i.e. one PCM time
slot is used for signalling per EMG. There is one EMRP
bus master, STRM (Signal terminal Regional), and a
number of EMRPs per EMG. The EMRPs control the devices
via TLINKs.

|
PCM | E1/T1

primary | incoming|| l―――――――k| | t―――――→ to other cabinets| |STRM |l――――v―――k Ctrl | |
EXT_AFS | | DS0 | | EMRPB (backplane)

in ――――→| t――→←――u t―――――w――――――――――――――――――――k
out− ←――u | m―――――――j | || REMUX | | |

REMUX| | | |
setup | | | |―――――→| t――――――k | |

(of CTRL DS0) m――w―――w―j | TLINK | || | | (TTL) l――v―――――k l―v―――――――| | m――――――――――u | Internal |
PCM | | l――――――――――u | alarms |

secondary | | | l―――――――u EMRPM |←――.. | EMRPM #2←―――――j | | | l――――u | |
E1/T1 to | | | | l―u |
additional | | | | |: | | V24 Terminal
microbases | | | | | | |←―― connection| | | | | | | (+BSTI +debugger)| | | | | m――――――――jl―n―k lvklvklvk :――――――j | m――――→|T||T||T|

Internal |alarms |R||R||R| Additional devices| |X||X||X|| | || || || | || || || mwjmwjmwj| | | |m―→――――――v――v――v―――――――――――――――――――――――――...
AFS to TRX:s

The EMRPM front connector is one only, but it is
subdivided into
− V.24: TW or BSTI
− debugger
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Only TW is intended for customer use, the other ones are
not presented in customer documentation. Use of the
debugger requires a special cable, i.e. not the one
delivered to customers.

The figure above indicates that all devices connect via
TLINK. However, there are two versions of TLINK,
balanced (EIA RS−485) or unbalanced (TTL). See ref. 8!
The TTL version is used inside the cabinet and the
RS−485 version between cabinets.

ALM and RFTL sense a pin in the backplane to determine
mode CLINK/TLINK.
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7 SPEECHPATHS

|
PCM | E1/T1

primary |||||l――――v―――k| t―――――――――――――――――――――――――――――――――――――――――――――| | 4 TLINK:s to EMRPM’s in further cabinets (RS−485)| t―――――――――――――――――――――――――――――――――――――――――――――| REMUX | TLINK to "FUTURE"| t――――――――――――――――――――――――――――――――――――――――――――――――――――| t――――――――――――――――――――――――――――――――――――――――――――k| t―――――――――――――――――――k |m――w―――――j TLINK | | TLINK| | |
PCM | l―v――――――k l―v――――――k

secondary | TLINK | | TLINK | || l――――――――――u | l――――――――――u |←―――――j | l―――――――u EMRPM 1| | l―――――――u EMRPM 2|| | l――――u | | | l――――u |
E1/T1/DS1 | | | l―u | | | | l―u || | | | | | | | | | | |

(TTL) | | | | | | | | | | | || | | | | | | | | | | || | | | m――――――――j | | | | m――――――――jlvklvklvklvk lvklvklvklvk|T||T||T||T| |T||T||T||T||R||R||R||R| |R||R||R||R||X||X||X||X| |X||X||X||X|| || || || | | || || || |m―jm―jm―jm―j m―jm―jm―jm―j

The TLINK to the "FUTURE" slot is intended for a
possible "hub" configuration, where several PCM lines
extend from the hub site.
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8 EMRPM−DEVICECONNECTIONAND CFU ALLOCATION

Magazine, layout in principle

l――w――w――w――w――w――w――w――w――w――w――w――w――w――w――w――w――w――――――k|R |S |E |E |T |T |T |T |T |T |T |T |T |T |R |M |F | A ||E |T |M |M |R |R |R |R |R |R |R |R |R |R |F |C |U | C ||M |R |R |R |X |X |X |X |X |X |X |X |X |X |T |A |T | D ||U |M |P |P | | | | | | | | | | |L |/ |U | C ||X | |M |M |A |A |A |A |A |A |A |A | | | |M |R | || | |# |# |C |V |V |V |V |V |V |V | | | |C |E | || | |1 |2 |C |C |C |C |C |C |C |C |L |V | |B |/ | || | | | |/ |/ |/ |/ |/ |/ |/ |/ |O |E | | |A | || | | | |D |D |D |D |D |D |D |D |C |R | | |L | || | | | |C |T |T |T |T |T |T |T | | | | |M | || | | | |C |C |C |C |C |C |C |C | | | | | | || | | | |H | | | | | | | | | | | | | |
Position# | 1| 2| 3| 4| 5| 6| 7| 8| 9|10|11|12|13|14|15|16|17| 18 |m――v――v――v――v――v――v――v――v――v――v――v――v――v――v――v――v――v――――――j

TLINK:s from EMRPM #1 :

TLINK #1 to position #5 (TRX − CC/DCC H + 2 DTC)
TLINK #2 to position #6 (TRX − AVC/3 DTC/DCC H + 2 DTC)
TLINK #3 to position #7 (TRX − AVC/3 DTC/CCR/SRR, if

single cabinet is used)
TLINK #4 to position #8 (TRX − AVC/3 DTC/DCCR +

2DTC/VERR, if single cabinet is used)
TLINK #10 to position #1 (REMUX)
TLINK #9 to position #15 (RFTL)
TLINK #7 to position #17 (ALM) *
TLINK #8 to position #17 (Future) *
(Note: ’/’ above means ’exclusive or’)

TLINK:s from EMRPM #2 :

TLINK #1 to position #9 (TRX − AVC/3 DTC/sec.DCCH+2DTC)
TLINK #2 to position #10 (TRX − AVC/3 DTC)
TLINK #3 to position #11 (TRX − AVC/3 DTC)
TLINK #4 to position #12 (TRX − AVC/3 DTC)
TLINK #5 to position #13 (TRX − SR or SRR)
TLINK #6 to position #14 (TRX − VER or VERR)

* Note that position #17 hosts two TLINK connections for
control. This makes it possible to insert either an
ALM board or any device developed in the future.
Pos #17 also has a TLINK connection for speech for
future "HUB" application or similar.

"Sec. DCCH" means second DCCH, if more than one is used
per cell.
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The channel allocation to EMRPMs and TRXes are not the
only ones possible, but the recommended ones due to
redundancy and load. The document 15518−ANT24401 states
the application rules.
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Graphical presentation of the device allocation:
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Main Cabinet:

| MSC / 884 BS / 884M |m――――――w――――――――――――――j|| T1/E1||| l―――――――k| | || |STRM t――――――――→ EMRPBl――――v―――k Ctrl | || | DS0 | | EMRPB| t――→←――u t―――――w―――――――――――――――――k| | m―――――――j | || | | || | Speech+control lj lj Time Slot| Tt―――――――――――――――――――n―――――――――――――――――n――――――→ 1−30 FUTURE| | | | board| REMUX | Speech | || Bt―――――――――――――――――――n―――――――――――――――――n――――――→ 1−4, 2:rd cab.| Bt―――――――――――――――――――n―――――――――――――――――n――――――→ 1−4, 2:nd cab.| Bt―――――――――――――――――――n―――――――――――――――――n――――――→ 1−4, 3:rd cab.| Bt―――――――――――――――――――n―――――――――――――――――n――――――→ 1−4, 3:nd cab.| Tt―――――――――――――――――――n――――――――――――――k mk| Tt―――――――――――――――k mk TS1−4 | |m――w―――――j TS1−4 | | | || | | | || l―――――――――――――――v――――v――――――――k l――v―――v―――――――――――――――k| | | | || | EMRPM #1 (pos3) | | EMRPM #2 (pos4) |←―――――j |1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 | |1 2 3 .. 6 .. 9 10 |
T1/E1 |T T T T T T T T T T | |T T T T T T |mw――w――w――w――――――――w――w――w――w―j mw――w――――――――w――――w――w―j| | | | | | | | | | ...... | | || | | | | | | | | | || | | | | | | | | | || | | | | | | | | | |lvklvklvklvk lvklvklvklvk lvklvk lvk|T||T||T||T| |A||F||R||R| |T||T| |T||R||R||R||R| |L||U||F||E| |R||R| |R||X||X||X||X| |M||T||T||M| |X||X| |X|| || || || | |/ ||U||L||U| | || | | || || || || | |F||R|| ||X| | || | | || || || || | |U||E|| || | | || | | || || || || | |T|| || || | | || | | || || || || | | || || || | | || | | |

pos. |5||6||7||8| |1||1||1||1| |9||1| |1|| || || || | |7||7||5|| | | ||0| |4|m―jm―jm―jm―j m―jm―jm―jm―j m―jm―j m―j

B = TLINK interface, RS−485
T = TLINK interface, TTL
C = CLINK interface, RS−485
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Auxiliary cabinet:

Main cabinetl――――――――――――――――――――――――――――――k| || REMUX STRM |m――――w―w―――――――――――――――――w―――――j| | CLINK || | |l―n―n―k || | | | || | | m―――――――――――――――j| | || | |l――v―v―v―――――k| . C C || . . . || . . . || . . . || . . . || . . . || . || . CONN | Speech| . . . | EMRPB| .− − − − ―n――――――――――――――――――w―――――――――――――――――k| . . . | | || . . . | lj || . . .− − T t―――――――――――――――――n――――――――――――――k || . .− − − T t―――――――――――――k mk TS1−4 | |m――w―――――――――j TS1−4 | | | || | | | || l―――――――――――――――v――――v――――――――k l――v―――v―――――――――――――――k↓ | | | |
to | EMRPM #1 | | EMRPM #2 |
further |1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 | |1 2 3 .. 6 .. 9 10 |
cabinets |T T T T T T T T T T | |T T T T T T |mw――w――w――w――――――――w――w――w――w―j mw――w――――――――w――――w――w―j| | | | | | | | | | ...... | | || | | | | | | | | | || | | | | | | | | | || | | | | | | | | | |lvklvklvklvk lvklvklvklvk lvklvk lvk|T||T||T||T| |A||F||R||R| |T||T| |T||R||R||R||R| |L||U||F||E| |R||R| |R||X||X||X||X| |M||T||T||M| |X||X| |X|| || || || | |/ ||U||L||U| | || | | || || || || | |F||R|| ||X| | || | | || || || || | |U||E|| || | | || | | || || || || | |T|| || || | | || | | || || || || | | || || || | | || | | |

pos. |5||6||7||8| |1||1||1||1| |9||1| |1|| || || || | |7||7||5|| | | ||0| |4|m―jm―jm―jm―j m―jm―jm―jm―j m―jm―j m―j
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9 TIMING AND SYNCRONIZATION

Block diagram:

REMUX

l――――――――――――――――――――――――――――――――k| |
o――→―n――――――――――――――――――――k |

select | | |
Ext. | l―――k l――v――k |
air EXT_AFS1 | | | |Sel. | | AFS1
frame o ――→―n―――――――――――uDet t―u t―w――――――n―――→――o Air frame sync
sync o ――→―n―――――――――――u t―uExt t―n―w――――n―――→――o to TRX:s
in EXT_AFS2 | | | | Int | | | | AFS2| m―――j m――w――j | | || | | | || | | | |
Ext. EXT_AFS1 | lj | | |
air o ――←―n―――――――――――←―――――――n―――――j | |
frame o ――←―n―――――――――――←―――――――n―――――――j |
sync EXT_AFS2| mk |8 kHz sync
out | | l―――――n―――→――o To devices| | | | via EMRPS:s

o――←―n――――――――k | | |
PCM | l――――k | l―――――k | | |2 MHz clock
primary | |Line | | | PLL | | t―――――n―――→――o

o――→―n―uSynct―n―uwith t―→―v―――――j || | | | |OCXO| |
8 kHz | m――――j | m―――――j || | |

PCM o――←―n――――――――j |
secondary | || |m――――――――――――――――――――――――――――――――j

Air frame sync information is carried over two 1620 kHz
signals, containing phase information.

External/internal air frame sync is selected in
connector for external reference.

In "External" mode the REMUX is supervising that the
sync information is present, else a minor fault is
generated.
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Expansion of ’Line sync’ and ’PLL with OCXO’:

Data/clock Data l―――――――――k Data l―――――――k―――――――――――w――――――――――→| t――――――――――→| || | Buffer | | || l――→| register |←―――k | || | | | | | || | m―――――――――j | | |↓ | | | |l―――――――――k | Line | | || | | clock | | || PLL | | | | TSW || t――u | | || | | | | |m―――――――――j | | | || | | || l―――――――――k | | |t――→| |←―――u | |lj | Register | lj | |
Data/clock | | | | Data | |←――――――――――――――――n――――u |←――n―――――――u || m―――――――――j | m―――――――v―mk mk| || l―――――――――k || | | |m――→| OCXO t――――v―――→ stable clock to| | devices and AFS| |m―――――――――j
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10 RF STRUCTURE

RF backplane Hybridcombiner||| with power splittermnj l―――――k l――――――k l―――――k| * | t―――――――――uTRX 1 | | || l―――k l――――k | t―――――――――u t――――――u | |||m――uMCUt―u | A | |: m――――――j : | | mnjmw――j | MC t―――――u |: : | | |||| | | | | |: : | | * |mnj | | | B | | | | l―――k || | | t―――――u | | t―――――uMCUt―――j| lv――k | | | | | | mww―jm――uMCUt―u | | | | | ||mww―j m――――j | | l――――――k | | |||| | t―――――――――uTRX 8 | | | |||| | t―――――――――u t――――――u | |||| | | m――――――j | | |||| | | l――――――k m―――――j |||| | t―――――――――uTRX 9 | |||| | t―――――――――u | (VER) |||| | | m――――――j |||| | | l――――――k |||| | t―――――――――uTRX 10| |||| | t―――――――――u | |||| m―――――j m――――――j (SR) |||| |||| |||| |||| |||| |||| |||| l―――――――k |||m―――――――――――――←――――――u t――――――――――←―――――――――――――――――j|| | RFTL | |m――――――――――――――←――――――u t――――――――――←――――――――――――――――――jm―――――――j

* = is the same unit if TX/RX antenna duplexer is used.

The picture shows the RF−structure for one cabinet.
Up to three cabinets can be connected in the same cell

Transmit, receive and duplex filters are not shown in
this picture.

The ANP can be configured for 1 duplex TX/RX, 2 duplex
TX/RX, 1TX + 1RX or 2TX + 1RX antenna. The "double
duplex" configuration increases output power by 3 dB
compared to a single 8−channel Hybrid combiner. The
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configuration with separate TX and RX antennas are
primarily useful for operators that use both A− and
B−band.
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11 INTERNAL ALARMS

Backplane: Front:l――――――――――――――k| FAN t―→―――k| t―→―k |m――――――――――――――j | || | (One cable)l――――――――――――――k | |l―――――――――――←―u.............. t―←―j | FAN alarms bypassed by| l―――――――――←―u.............. t―←―――j AC/DC to backplane| | | AC/DC or || | | DC−CONN || | l―――――――←―n―.........o−o ―n―←――――... Possible mains interrupt| | | | o | alarm from PSU eq.| | | | int. || | | l―――――←―n― int. || | | | m――――――――――――――j| | | | l――――――――――――――k| | | | l―――←―u MC A || | | | | |.............. || | | | | l―←―u MC B || | | | | | m――――――――――――――j| | | | | || | | | | || | | | | | l――――――――――――――k| | | | | | l―v――――――――――――k || | | | | m―→―u#1 | || | | | m―――→―u#2 EMRPM:s | || | | m―――――→―u#3 | || | m―――――――→―u#4 t―j| | m――――――――――――――j| || | l――――――――――――――k| | l―v――――――――――――k || | | | || m―――――――――→―u#1 TRX:s | |m―――――――――――→―u#2 | || t―jm――――――――――――――j

The two EMRPM:s collect internal alarms from the AC/DC
converter and the Multicoupler.

Port #1: MC A
Port #2: MC B
Port #3: AC/DC converter failure
Port #4: Mains interrupt

The TRX:s collects the internal alarms from the two
fans.

Port #1: FAN #1
Port #2: FAN #2
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12 POWERSUPPLY AND CID

12.1 GENERAL

There is no power switch. At AC power supply the mains
cord can be pulled out instead. This is not possible
with DC power supply.

The power consumption is found in ref [12].

12.1.1 Definitions

The usual denomination for the DC voltage is "24V DC".
The actual voltage level is though approximately 27V DC.

12.2 AC/DC POWER SUPPLY

The power supply is split between the CRI−parts and
other equipment. This is to create a hold−up for the CRI,
so that it is capable of sending a last signal to
indicate loss of mains. The purpose is to avoid
unnecessary maintenance calls, due to power
disturbancies. A relay turns off the "TRX
load" when an interruption is detected. The AC/DC can be
strapped to either provide holdup of CRI 700ms, but
disconnect the TRXes after 16−20ms, or to keep the whole
base station going for approx. 70ms, but then the mains
failure alarm will not work.

If power backup is required, it can be provided by an
external UPS.
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AC/DCl―――――――――――――――――――――――――――――k| l―――――――――k l―――――k |
Mains ――――――――→t―Fuse―u | | | |
120/230V | |Rectifier | | CID | || l――u | | | || | m―w――――w――j m―w―――j || | | | | || | l――v――k | | || | |relay | | / N || m→| | | | || m――w――j | | || | ↓ ↓ |m――――――――n――――w――――――――w――――――j|+24V|+24V |CID↓ ↓ | l――――――k| | t―――――――――→| || t―――――――. |. ――――――――→|REMUX| 1| t―――――――. |. ――――――――→| || | | m――――――j| | | l――――――k| | t―――――――――→| || t―――――――. |. ――――――――→|STRM | 1| t―――――――. |. ――――――――→|(CONN)|| | | m――――――j| | | l――――――k| | t―――――――――→| || t―――――――. |. ――――――――→|EMRPM| 2| m―――――――. |. ――――――――→| || | m――――――j| | l――――――k| t―――――――――→| || | |TRX | 10t――――――――――――. |. ――――――――→| || | m――――――j| | l――――――k| | | || | |FAN | 1t――――――――――――. |. ――――――――→| || | m――――――j| | l――――――k| t―――――――――→| |t――――――――――――. |. ――――――――→|RFTL | 1t――――――――――――. |. ――――――――→| || | m――――――j| | l――――――k| m―――――――――→|ALM/ |t―――――――――――――――――――――――→|FUTURE| 1m―――――――――――――――――――――――→| |m――――――j

Figure 12.1
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12.3 DC POWER SUPPLY

At the DC−CONN there is an input fuse. The DC−CONN
also includes transient protection and an EMC filter.

There are two DC power alarms. To achieve both these
alarms a battery backup is required. The first is
activated when the voltage decreases to be less than
25.0 V, and deactivated again when the voltage exceeds
25.5 V . This alarm indicates that the normal power
supply is decreasing and the backup power is activated.
The other power alarm is activated when the voltage
decreases to be less than 22.5 V, and deactivated again
when the power exceeds 23.0 V, and indicates that the
normal power supply is still not working and also the
backup is being discharged. This is a serious fault and
the TRXs shall be disconnected.

There is a double DIP−switch on the DC−CONN (not on the
front) to disable the power alarms (disabled when "ON").
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DC−CONNl―――――――――――――――――――――――――――――k| l―――――――――k l―――――k |
DC Input ―――――→t―Fuse―u | | | || | Filters | | CID | || | | | | || m―w――――w――j m―w―――j || | | | || | | | || | | / N || | | | || | | | || ↓ ↓ ↓ |m――――――――w――――w――――――――w――――――j|+24V|+24V |CID↓ ↓ | l――――――k| | t―――――――――→| || t―――――――. |. ――――――――→|REMUX| 1| t―――――――. |. ――――――――→| || | | m――――――j| | | l――――――k| | t―――――――――→| || t―――――――. |. ――――――――→|STRM | 1| t―――――――. |. ――――――――→|(CONN)|| | | m――――――j| | | l――――――k| | t―――――――――→| || t―――――――. |. ――――――――→|EMRPM| 2| t―――――――. |. ――――――――→| || | | m――――――j| | | l――――――k| | t―――――――――→| || | | |TRX | 10| t―――――――. |. ――――――――→| |l――――――k | | | m――――――j| | | | |

1 |FAN |←――――――――j | || | | |m――――――j | || | l――――――k| t―――――――――→| |t―――――――. |. ――――――――→|RFTL | 1t―――――――. |. ――――――――→| || | m――――――j| | l――――――k| m―――――――――→|ALM/ |t――――――――――――――――――→|FUTURE| 1m――――――――――――――――――→| |m――――――j
Figure 12.2
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13 EMC AND GROUNDINGPRINCIPLES

This section describes how the grounding is done in the
RBS884M and 884C. In this section the word "ground" is
used for a local ground structure, and "earth" is used
for connection to Mother Earth.

Note that all grounds are interconnected DC−wise, so the
installation should be made to avoid ground loops. See
3/1531−ANT24401! The following grounds are
interconnected:

− AC protective ground
− chassis
− signal ground to TW/BSTI, REMUX local connection,

CLINK/TLINK between cabinets
− shields for PCM−lines, CLINK, EMRPB
− RF shields to antennas and between cabinets

The cabinets are assumed to be placed close, "all in one
room", except when connected via E1/T1−interfaces. In
that case there should not be any ground connection via
shield. Note that this is valid also when co−siting with
RBS882M/DM.

13.1 DEFINITIONS

RBS884M:
The micro site is intended for indoor use and consists of
a cabinet (MBC) in which a fan unit , a board magazine
and a filter shelf is installed.

RBS884C:
The outdoor base station consists of the environmental
shelter which contains the MBC, AC/DC−converters,
climatic control unit, heater and air condition unit.
The board rack contains the units that is the functional
part of the base station. Outside the base station is
antenna and (eventually) earth rod. Connections to the
base station are AC mains, PCM−link, antenna cable and
ground cable.

13.2 EMC ZONES

To describe the EMC concept a division into different
zones is useful. Each zone has it own EMC
characterization, as follow:

Zone 0 is the surrounding of the base station.
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Zone 1: Transients from zone 0 are attenuated. Suitable
to contain electronic devices with low radiation and
low susceptibility.

The ground characteristics of zone 1 is that it is
equipotential, which means that every part of the ground
in zone 1 has the same potential to earth (zone 0) in
every moment. This is the base for protection against
external transients and ESD.
The ground structure shall be made to encircle the base
station, e.g. by being a part of the enclosure. This
creates a "wire shield", which is useful for protection
against the fields connected to transients and conducted
lightning.
This concept is described for the macro base in ref 3.

In RBS 884M the interior of the cabinet is zone 1, and
for RBS 884C the interior of the climatic shelter is
zone 1.

Zone 2: Shielded from zone 1, and cables are filtered
when passing the shield. The interior of zone 2 is
equipotential and the shield is a part of the ground
structure. The shield must be bonded to the ground
structure in zone 1. Zone 2 is intended to contain
unshielded electronic digital devices. These has medium
emission and medium suscepitbility.

Zone 3: Shielded from zone 1 and 2, and cables are
filtered when passing the shield. Zone 3 is intended to
contain radio equipment. Zone 3 contains circuits with
high emission levels or high susceptibility, which means
radio units.

13.3 EARTH CONNECTION

884M:
The base station has no separate earth connection.
Earth connections is aceived via the earthing of the
antenna cable shields and via the protective earth
cable.
The latter is sufficient for dissipating ESD charges.

(Note: It is not clear at the moment if there will be an
earth connetion available for indoor MBS. This have an
influence on the choise of transient protection devices
and is under investigation.)

884C:
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To divert the energy from transients, lightning strokes
and ESD an earth rod or similar is most likely needed.
The protective earth wire in the AC mains is only
suficent for dissipating ESD charges. A resistans to
earth of max 10 ohms is a common value. The physical
implementation will be decided together with AO.

13.4 GROUNDING PRINCIPLES

13.4.1 External connections and shields:

All cable shields must be terminated at the intake
point. All external leads must have transient protection
devices mounted close to the intake point (The center
lead of the antenna cables are excluded). If the
transient protection devices require connection to
ground this shall be done at the intake point.
(NOTE: RBS 884M do dot at the moment have an intake
point. If this not is possible to define, other solutins
must me used.)

13.4.2 Cabinet interconnection:

All parts within the cabinet shall be grounded together.
This shall preferably be done with metallic contact of
the structures (called direct bond). If this is not
possible, a short braided strap may be used. (Indirect
bond).

13.4.3 Board magazine:

Inside the board magazine is multipoint ground used, and
the ground planes of the boards are usually connected to
both front and backplane. This is permitted but not
required.
The board magazine is designed according to BYB 401 001
and is covered by a shield. This shield is a part of the
ground structure of the board magazine. The shield is
grounded to the cabinet.

13.4.4 Fan unit:

The fan unit is grounded to the cabinet. This is
required because of the RF−filters in the unit, and to
reduce possible emission from the unit.
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13.4.5 Filter shelf:

The filter shelf is not grounded to the cabinet but to
the antenna cable shield earthing. This is under
investigation and must eventually be changed because of
the paths for transient currents. See also under intake
point.

13.4.6 AC/DC converter (only RBS 884C):

Grounded to the climatic shelter. Secondary transient
protection devices in the unit.

13.4.7 Heater (only RBS 884C):

Grounding may be requiremd by safety reasons. No EMC
requirement.

13.4.8 Control unit (only RBS 884C:

Grounded to the environmental protection. The interior
is zone 1 or 2 depending on content. The zone definition
gives the requirements on shielding and fitering.

13.4.9 Air condition unit (ACU) (only RBS 884C):

Is an extended part of zone 1. Cables between the ACU
and the rest of the base station must not leave
zone 1. The ACU must be grounded to the environmental
cover.

13.4.10 884C:

13.4.10.1 External connections and shields:

All cable shields must be terminated at the intake
point. All external leads must have transient protection
devices mounted close to the intake point (The center
lead of the antenna cables are excluded). If the
transient protection devices require connection to
ground this shall be done at the intake point.
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13.4.10.2 Cabinet interconnection:

All parts within the cabinet shall be grounded together.
This shall preferably be done with metallic contact of
the structures (called direct bond). If this is not
possible, a short braided strap may be used. (Indirect
bond).

13.4.10.3 Board magazine:

Inside the board magazine is multipoint ground used, and
the ground planes of the boards are usually connected to
both front and backplane. This is permitted but not
required.
The board magazine is designed according to BYB 401 001
and is covered by a shield. This shield is a part of the
ground structure of the board magazine. The shield is
grounded to the cabinet.

13.4.10.4 Fan unit:

The fan unit is grounded to the cabinet. This is
required because of the RF−filters in the unit, and to
reduce possible emission from the unit.

13.4.10.5 Filter shelf:

The filter shelf is not grounded to the cabinet but to
the antenna cable shield earthing. This is under
investigation and must eventually be changed because of
the paths for transient currents. See also under intake
point.

13.5 INTAKE POINT

884M:
The base station has no defined intake point. This will
be evaluated and most likely changed, as it might cause
malfunction because of transients and earth currents
between protecitve earth and the antenna cable shield
earth.

884C:
The most important part of the ligthning and transient
protection is an intake point. This is a small area ( a
few dm2) where all cables enter the base station. At
this place shall all shields and ground cables
(including protective earth) be terminated, and all
other cables shall have primary transient protection
devices. Without this the equipotential in zone 1 is
ruined.
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13.6 BOARD MAGAZINE SHIELD

RBS 884C and RBS 884M:
The board rack will be surrounded of a shield with the
primary function of reducing radiated emission to
permitted levels. This shield shall have low impedance
and be a part or the ground within the boardrack, zone
2. The shield must be connected to the ground in zone 1.
Every cable that enter through the shield must be
sufficient filtered. This is described in ref 4.
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14 ENVIRONMENTALDESIGN

There are two environment specs, ref. 6 and 7,
describing the cabinet−external requirements and the
cabinet−internal requirements. The last is written to
enable HW unit reuse without "reverse engineering" to
find out what the different applications need.
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15 CABINET LAYOUT

Main cabinet:

Traffic capacity:

1 Analog control channel carrier
7 carriers for speech, dual mode, and digital CC
1 signal strength receiver
1 digital/analog verification receiver

l――――――――――――――――――――――――――――――――――――――――――――k| FAN || |t――w―w―w―w―w―w―w―w―w―w―w―w―w―w――w――w――w――――――u|R |S|E|E|T|T|T|T|T|T|T|T|T|T|R |M |F | AC/ ||E |T|M|M|R|R|R|R|R|R|R|R|R|R|F |C |U | DC ||M |R|R|R|X|X|X|X|X|X|X|X|X|X|T |A |T | ||U |M|P|P| | | | | | | | | | |L |/ |U | or ||X | |M|M| |A|A|A|A|A|A|A| | | |M |R | || | |/ |/ | |V|V|V|V|V|V|V| | | |C |E | DC− || | |1|2|C|C|C|C|C|C|C|C|S|V| |B |/ | CONN|| | | | |C|/ |/ |/ |/ |/ |/ |/ |R|E| | |A | + || | | | | |D|D|D|D|D|D|D| |R| | |L | blind || | | | | |V|V|V|V|V|V|V| | | | |M | plate || | | | | |C|C|C|C|C|C|C| | | | | | || | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | ||12|8|8|8|8|8|8|8|8|8|8|8|8|8|10|10|10| 22 | = 168t――v―v―v―v―v―v―v―v―v―v―v―v―v―v――v――v――vw―――――u| Filter, MCU & hybrid comb. |CAB− || COMBFILT |COMB|| | |m――――――――――――――――――――――――――――――――――――――v―――――j

The cabinet is possible to mount in a 19" rack
directly. A front door is covering front cabeling.

The cabinet combiner (CABCOMB) is only used if more
than one cabinet is connected to the same cell.

The TRX providing ACC can be configured to provide
1 DCCH and 2 DTC:s when DCCH is available.
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Auxiliary cabinets to increase no. of channels for one
cell (sometimes called Extension):

Traffic capacity:

8 carriers for speech, dual mode (DCCH or ACC possible)
1 signal strength receiver (possible)
1 digital/analog verification receiver (possible)

l――――――――――――――――――――――――――――――――――――――――――――k| FAN || |t――w―w―w―w―w―w―w―w―w―w―w―w―w―w――w――w――w――――――u|B |C|E|E|T|T|T|T|T|T|T|T|T|T|B |M |F | AC/ ||l |O|M|M|R|R|R|R|R|R|R|R|R|R|l |C |U | DC ||i |N|R|R|X|X|X|X|X|X|X|X|X|X|i |A |T | ||n |N|P|P| | | | | | | | | | |n |/ |U | or ||d | |M|M| |A|A|A|A|A|A|A| | |d |M |R | || | |/ |/ | |V|V|V|V|V|V|V| | | |C |E | DC− || | |1|2|C|C|C|C|C|C|C|C|S|V| |B |/ | CONN|| | | | |C|/ |/ |/ |/ |/ |/ |/ |R|E| | |A | + || | | | | |D|D|D|D|D|D|D| |R| | |L | blind || | | | | |V|V|V|V|V|V|V| | | | |M | plate || | | | | |C|C|C|C|C|C|C| | | | | | || | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | ||12|8|8|8|8|8|8|8|8|8|8|8|8|8|10|10|10| 22 | = 168t――v―v―v―v―v―v―v―v―v―v―v―v―v―v――v――v――vw―――――u| Hybrid comb | || COMBFILT | − || | |m――――――――――――――――――――――――――――――――――――――v―――――j
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Auxiliary cabinets to increase no. of cells connected to
one EMG (sometimes called Primary):

Traffic capacity:

1 Analog control channel carrier
7 carriers for speech, dual mode, and digital CC
1 signal strength receiver
1 digital/analog verification receiver

l――――――――――――――――――――――――――――――――――――――――――――k| FAN || |t――w―w―w―w―w―w―w―w―w―w―w―w―w―w――w――w――w――――――u|B |C|E|E|T|T|T|T|T|T|T|T|T|T|R |M |F | AC/ ||l |O|M|M|R|R|R|R|R|R|R|R|R|R|F |C |U | DC ||i |N|R|R|X|X|X|X|X|X|X|X|X|X|T |A |T | ||n |N|P|P| | | | | | | | | | |L |/ |U | or ||d | |M|M| |A|A|A|A|A|A|A| | | |M |R | || | |/ |/ | |V|V|V|V|V|V|V| | | |C |E | DC− || | |1|2|C|C|C|C|C|C|C|C|S|V| |B |/ | CONN|| | | | |C|/ |/ |/ |/ |/ |/ |/ |R|E| | |A | + || | | | | |D|D|D|D|D|D|D| |R| | |L | blind || | | | | |V|V|V|V|V|V|V| | | | |M | plate || | | | | |C|C|C|C|C|C|C| | | | | | || | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | ||12|8|8|8|8|8|8|8|8|8|8|8|8|8|10|10|10| 22 | = 168t――v―v―v―v―v―v―v―v―v―v―v―v―v―v――v――v――vw―――――u| Filter, MCU & hybrid comb. | || COMBFILT | − || | |m――――――――――――――――――――――――――――――――――――――v―――――j
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16 UNITS

16.1 GENERAL

The units are designed to allow:

− connection/disconnection with power on (not power
supply, though)

− local errors without disturbing other units via the
supply

They are also designed to ’reset’ at low input voltage,
so that erroneous behaviour, and possibly
self−destruction, does not occur.

16.2 REMUX

The REMUX hosts three separate functions:

* PCM interface and supervision
* Rearrangement of DS0:s
* Clock stabilization and reference generation

The REMUX terminates an incoming 1.5 (or 2 Mbit) PCM
connection, changes the bitrate to 2 Mbit and provides
two TLINK and four CLINK outputs for speech. Each
carrying up to four DS0:s for speech. The TLINK:s are
connected directly to the EMRPM:s in the same magazine
via backplane connection. The CLINK:s are output on
the front in four connectors. There is also a third
TLINK output in the backplane to the "FUTURE" board
slot, this is to prepare for a "HUB" functionality, or
any other functions that require DS0:s from the
incoming PCM.

The mapping of DS0:s from the incoming PCM connection
onto the CLINK:s and TLINK:s is totally flexible and
controlled via the MSC.

One of the incoming DS0:s can be defined as the
control timeslot for the MB and is in that case always
sent to the STRM board. Setting of this is possible
only by local connection to the REMUX at site.

The REMUX provides an outgoing 1.5 (or 2 Mbit)
connection for cascading arrangements. In a cascading
arrangement the PCM frame shall be configured to
transmit unrearranged time slots through the REMUX,
otherwisw the behaviour at start/restart, power loss etc
will be poor.
When the REMUX is reset or powered up, the entire PCM
frame, except for the CTRL DS0, is transmitted through
the REMUX (the REMUX is in state boot/init).
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When the REMUX is powered down, the two PCM−links are
galvanically through−connected via a relay. This can
support future "pass−through" functionality, when the
blocking functionality is improved (assuming common link
format on both lines, of course)

At the front there is an output/input for external
air frame sync connection.

The REMUX is controlled by the EMRPM over a TLINK.

The REMUX has LED:s for: Power <−> Green
Error <−> Red
Status <−> Yellow
Status <−> Yellow
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Block diagram REMUX:

Ext Air l――――――――――――――――――――――――――――――――――――――――――――――――――――――――――k
Frame Sync | |
(Options) | l―――――――k | AFS―――――――→―――n――――――――――――――――――――――u t―――――――――――――――――――――――――――n――――――――――――←―――――n――――――――――――――――――――――uCLOCK| || l――――――u PLL:s | || | m―――w―――j l――――――k || | | | | | A TLINK

PCM prim. | l―v―k l――v――――――k | D t――――n―――――――――→←――――――――n――――w―――――w――uCSUt―――――u | | R | | B TLINK
E1/T1/DS1 | | | | | | TIME | Speech | I t――――n―――――――| relay | m―w―j | t――――――――――――u V | | C CLINK

PCM sec. | | | l―v―k | SWITCH | | E t――――n―――――――――→←――――――――n――――v―――w―n――uCSUt―――――u | | | | D CLINK
E1/T1/DS1 | | | | | | | | t――――n―――――――| | | m―――j m――――w――――j | | | E CLINK| | | | | t――――n―――――――

Line ←――n――――――――j | |Control | | | F CLINK
Listener ←――n――――――――――j | | t――――n―――――――| | | | | G TLINK

REMUX | | | t――――n―――――――
setup | | m――――――j || | |――→←―――――――u m―――――――――――――――――――――――――――――n―――――――| l―――――――――k | Ctrl| |PROCESSOR| | DS0| m――――w――――j | To| | | STRMm――――――――――――――――n―――――――――――――――――――――――――――――――――――――――――j|

TLINK
from
EMRPM

The A,B and G TLINK:s are output via backplane. CLINKS
C−F are output at front for connection of further
cabinets.

REMUX performs automatic line code and frame format
detection on primary PCM Line. Secondary one is
configurable from MSC.

CSU (Customer Service Unit) is an interface unit
providing
− Loops
− Indications of line status
− Supervision data (in ESF frame format)
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16.3 STRM

The STRM is a standard STR board converted to building
practice BYB 401 001.
The STRM has connections for control timeslot and the
EMRP−bus.

Back: Front:
STRMl――――――――――――――――――――――――――――――――k| |

Ctrl DS0 | | EMRPB―――――――――u t―――――――――――
From | |
REMUX | | To further cabinets| | on the site| || |
EMRPB | |―――――――――u |
To EMRPS:s| |
in own | |
magazine | || || || || || || || |m――――――――――――――――――――――――――――――――j

The STRM has LED indicators for: − Power
− Status
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16.4 EMRPM
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The EMRPM is built upon an EMRPS base. The EMRPM
and the EMRPS are totally compatible regarding
application SW.
The DEVSB interface is replaced by direct TTL
drivers. There are 10 separate TLINK connections
available on the EMRPM. The EMRPM hosts a simple
multiplexor that combines control and speech DS0:s on
the same TLINK.
The EMRPM can also collect four internal alarms.
The EMRPM also has two ports at front (one connector
only) for terminal, BSTI and debugger.

Front: Block diagram: Back:

l―――――――――――――――――――――――――――――――――――――――――――――――――――k| l―――――――――――――――――――――k | TLINK| | | | speech| | t―――――――――――――――――――――――――n――←――――| | Multiplexor | | DS0:s 0−3| | | | valid| | | l――――――k || | t―――――→―――――――u 1 t――――n――→――――| | | | D 2 t――――n――→――――| m―――――――――――――――――――――j | R 3 t――――n――→――――| ↑ | I 4 t――――n――→――――| | | V 5 t――――n――→――――| 10 DS0:s | Ctrl of | E 6 t――――n――→――――| | devices l――――――――――k | R 7 t――――n――→――――| | |DIP−switch | | S 8 t――――n――→――――| | m―――――w――――j | 9 t――――n――→――――| l―――――――v――――――――k | | 10 t――――n――→――――| | t―――――――j m――――――j | TLINK:s| | | || | t――――――――――――――――――――――――――――――n―←――――| | | | EMRPB| | CU | l―――――――k || | | | t―――――――――――――――n―←――――――――――→←――n―――u | | Port t―――――――――――――――n―←―――
Port:s | | t――――――u t―――――――――――――――n―←―――| | | | t―――――――――――――――n―←―――| m――――――――――――――――j m―――――――j | Alarmsm―――――――――――――――――――――――――――――――――――――――――――――――――――j

The DS0:s are multiplexed and distributed due to a
fixed pattern:

Speech:
TLINK #1 gets speech DS0 #0, TLINK #2 gets speech
DS0 #1 etc.

Control:
TLINK #1 to #6 are devices #0−5 in the EMRPM device
map (TRX:s).
TLINK #7 is device #17 in the EMRPM device map
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(ALM).
TLINK #8 is device #22 in the EMRPM device map
(Future device).
TLINK #9 is device #16 in the EMRPM device map
(RFTL).
TLINK #10 is device #21 in the EMRPM device map
(REMUX).

For information about TLINK distribution in the
magazine see section 7.

For information about connection of internal alarms
see section 10.

16.5 TRX

The TRX is a multimode transceiver for transmission
and reception of radio signals.

The TRX can be used for the following channel functions:

ACC Analog Control Channel
AVC Analog Voice Channel
DCCH Digital Control Channel
DTC Digital Traffic Channel
SR Signal Strength Receiving
VER Digital/Analog Verification

DCCH and DTC can be present on the same carrier. TRX is
capable of handling
− x DCCH and y DTC, x+y =3 (fullrate)
− 1 DCCH and 5 DTC (expected performance with half rate)

The output power of one TRX is approximately 1.5W /
32 dBm.

The dynamic range is 20dB, with resolution 0,2 dB.

The TRX collects internal alarms from the two fans.

For information about connection of internal alarms
see section 11.

16.6 RFTL

The Radio Frequency Test Loop is used in order to
configure and supervise the microbase. The output
power and RSSI measurement can be calibrated and the
function of each TRX board can be fully tested
remotely when not used for traffic.
The RFTL also performs VSWR measurements to support the
TX antenna supervision function.
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The RFTL requires a measuring coupler unit which is
located to the COMBFILT unit.

If double duplex is used, two measuring coupler units are
used and hence the RFTL has inputs for two directional
couplers.

16.7 MC

The MC supports both A and B branches.

The MC provides one signal for each branch to the
backplane where power splitting is performed.

The MC has outputs at front in order to serve up to
two further microbase cabinets.

In case of malfunction, an internal alarm is sent to
the EMRPM:s via the backplane.

16.8 COMBFILT

The COMBFILT unit exists in different versions
depending on application:

A: No duplex
B: Duplex on one Rx antenna
C: Duplex on both Rx antennas, one cabinet

The COMBFILTcan contain the following:

* Hybrid combiner
* Attenuator for Rx connection (located in the contact

outside COMBFILT)
* Rx bandstopp filters
* Rx bandpass filters
* Measuring coupler unit(s) for RFTL
* Duplex filters

The different COMBFILTversions are found in ref <5>.
(Customers can see the available versions in Ordering
Information)
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Block diagram, COMBFILT version B:

l――――――――――――――――――――――――――――――――――――――――k| l―――k l――――――――k l――――――――k |
Rx B | | | | | | | |

Antenna o ――→―n―u | | Band− | | Band− | || |MCUt―――u pass t――→―u stop t―→―k |
From RFTL o――→―n―u | | | | | | || | | | | | | | || m―――j m――――――――j m――――――――j | || | |

To MC B o――←―n――――――――――――――――――←―――――――――――――――――j || || l―――――――――――――――――k |
o――→―n―u | |
o――→―n―u | |
o――→―n―u | |

From TRX:s o ――→―n―u Hybrid combiner t―――→――k |
o――→―n―u | | |
o――→―n―u | | |
o――→―n―u | | |
o――→―n―u | | || m―――――――――――――――――j | || | || | |

Connect direct |..o ――←―n―――――――――――←――――――――――――――j |
or via Cabinet | | |
combiner | | l―――――――――――――――――――k || | | | ||..o ――→―n――――u Duplex t――→←―k || | | | || m―――――――――――――w―――――j | || | | || l――――――――k | | || | Band− | | | |

To MC A o――←―n――――u stop t―←――j | || | | | || m――――――――j | |
Forward | l――v――k |

o――←―n―――――――――――――←―――――――――――――u | |
To RFTL | | | |

o――←―n―――――――――――――←―――――――――――――u | |
Reflected | | MCU| || | | || | | |

From RFTL o――→―n―――――――――――――→―――――――――――――u | || m――w――j |
Rx A/Tx | | |
Antenna o ―→←―n――――――――――――――――――――――――――――――j || |m――――――――――――――――――――――――――――――――――――――――j
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16.9 CABCOMB

The cabinet combiner CABCOMB is used if more than one
cabinet shall belong to the same cell.

Two different combiners are available depending on
whether two or three cabinets shall be connected
together.

16.10 POWER SPLITTER BACKPLANE

The backplane contains power splitter for each
branch.

The MC only provides one signal per diversity branch
and all splitting is performed in the backplane.

All 10 TRX:s in the microbase cabinet receives the
same signal at the same level.

16.11 AC/DC

The AC/DC unit works on mains power supply and
produces 24V for subunits.

The AC/DC unit has one connector for fan unit.
Fan internal alarm is transfered to the backplane.

The AC/DC also has two switches at front to set the
cabinet identity, 0−15 that denotes horisontal
position and A−F that denotes the vertical position.

AC/DC has an internal alarm for malfunction that is
sent to backplane. It also has an alarm for mains
interrupt, which can origin either from the unit
itself or from an external UPS equipment.

16.12 DC−CONN

The DC−CONN unit is used when DC power supply is used.
It needs 24V DC (see §12.1.1) as input and delivers 24V
DC for subunits.

The DC−CONN unit has one output connector for the fan
unit. The fan unit is supplied via a filter, which is
located after the input fuse at the DC−CONN. Fan alarm
is transfered to the backplane via an EMC filter.

The DC−CONN also has two switches at front to set the
cabinet identity, 0−15 that denotes horisontal
position and A−F that denotes the vertical position.
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The DC−CONN has two internal power alarms. The alarms
are activated when the DC power supply goes below
certain values. Both the alarms can be enabled/disabled
via switches.

16.13 FAN

The FAN unit has two internal fans for redundancy,
each having its own internal alarm in case of
malfunction.

16.14 CONN

The CONN board is used instead of a STRM board in
all auxilary cabinets on a MB site.

The CONN board connects two CLINK:s for speech,
incoming/outgoing EMRP−bus and incoming/outgoing
air frame syncronization signal.

The CLINK:s are converted to TLINK:s and output in
backplane to TRX:s. The conversion for each CLINK has
its separate power feed circuitry.

The air frame syncronization signal is converted to TTL
level and output via backplane. Also this conversion
has its own power feed circuitry.

Further the TTL output is disabled if a REMUX is
present in the same cabinet.

16.15 BLIND FRONT PANEL

The BLIND is used instead of a REMUX in auxilary
cabinets not having a REMUX board.

The BLIND ensures that EMC and cooling properties are
kept unchanged.
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17 CONNECTIONOF CABINETS

17.1 FORWARD RF (TRANSMIT PATH)

Duplex filter in one branch:

l―――k
TRX――→| H |
TRX――→| Y | l――――――――k l――――――――k l―――――k

Main : | B | | | | Duplex t―→←――u MCUt―k
cabinet: : | R t――→―k | Cab− | | | m―――――j |

: | | | | comb | m―――w――――j |
: | C | | | | | |
TRX――→| | | | | | | |||m―――j | mw―w―w――wj | | mnj| | | | | | | |

o o o o o o o |
o o o o o o o ―――――j

− − − − − − − − − | | | | | |m――――j | | m――→――――jl―――k | |
TRX――→| H | | |
TRX――→| Y | | |

Aux 1: : | B | | |
: | R t――→――oo――――j |
: | | | o――――――――――o
: | C | | (= external cable)
TRX――→| | |m―――j ||||

− − − − − − − − − |||l―――k |
TRX――→| H | |

Aux 2: TRX ――→| Y | |
: | B | |
: | R t――→――oo――――――j
: | |
: | C |
TRX――→| |m―――j

Two Duplex Filters

The block diagram below shows how the TX branch is
configured when there are two cabinets and two duplex
filters in one cell. If there are three cabinets in
the same cell, the "cabinet" combiners in the main
cabinet have three inputs instead of two.
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AUXILIARY CAB.1
(884M) l――――k

TRX8 ―――u HC |
: | t――――k
TRX5 ―――u | |m――――j |l――――k |
TRX4 ―――u HC | |
: | t――k |
TRX1 ―――u | | |m――――j | || || |

MAIN CABINET | |
(884M) | || | |||l―――――k l――――k | | l――――k mnj

. | TRX | l―――――u HC | | m――u HC | l――――――――k l―――――k |
. | 8 | | . ―u t―――n――――u t―――u DUPLEX t―――――u MCUt――――――jl――v――k | | . | | | | | m――w―――――j | t――k| TRX t――j | m――――j | m――――j | m―ww――j || 5 t――――――j | | || || t――― PSP−A | | l――vv――k || t――― PSP−B | l――――j | RFTL t――jm―――――j | | | t――k| | m――ww――j || | || |l―――――k l――――k | l――――k | || | |||

. | TRX | l――――――u HC | m――u HC | | l――――――――k l―vv――k | mnj
. | 4 | | . ―u t――――――――u t―――n―――u DUPLEX t―――u MCUt――j |l――v――k | | . | | | | | m―――w――――j | t――――――j| TRX t――j | m――――j m――――j | | m―――――j| 1 t――――――j | || t――――――k | || t――――k | | |m―――――j | | | || | l―――――k l―――――k | || m―――u PSP | | MCA| | || . ―u A t―――u t―――――――――j || . | | | | || t― − ―u t― − ―u |m―――――u PSP | | MCB| |

. ―u B t―――u t―――――――――――――――――j

. | | | |m―――――j m―――――j
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17.2 REVERSE RF (RECEIVE PATH)

A−branch shown only, duplex branch:

+4.5/5.2dB +16dB −2/1dB *l―――k l―――k
TRX−←―u | | M | l――――――k l―――k
TRX−←―u P | | C t―←――oo――←―――k |Duplex t――→←――uMCU|

Main : | S | | A | | | | m―w―j
cabinet: : | P t――←――u / | | m――w―――j |

: | B | | M t―→――oo――――k | | |
: | | | C | | | | |
TRX−←―u | | B t―→――oo――k | | | | |||m―――j m―――j+1/0dB | | | | | mnj| | | | 0dB | || | m―――――oo oo―――j| |

− − − − − − − − − | m――――――――――――――――――k| |l―――k l―――k m――――――――――――――――――k |
TRX−←―u | | M |0dB l――――――――――k | |
TRX−←―u P | | C t―←――oo―――o―uAttenuator t―oo―j |

Aux 1: : | S | | A | m――――――――――j |
: | P t――←――u / | |
: | B | | M | |
: | | | C | |
TRX−←―u | | B | |m―――j m―――j ||

− − − − − − − − − ||l―――k l―――k |
TRX−←―u | | M | l――――――――――k |

Aux 2: TRX− ←―u P | | C t―←――oo―――o―uAttenuator t―oo―――j
: | S | | A | m――――――――――j
: | P t――←――u / |
: | B | | M |
: | | | C |
TRX−←―u | | B | o――――――――――om―――j m―――j (= external cable)

* with/without band reject filters

Note that the level figures are approximate. Look in
ref. 5 to find the valid ones.

The Auxiliary cabinets do not have any filters. In order
to get the same signal levels as in the main cabinet
(and in RBS882m), attenuators have been inserted.
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17.3 SPEECH AND CONTROL

PCM in l―――k l―――k――→―――u | | || R | | S |
Main l――――――――――oo―u E | | T |
cabinet: | l――――――――oo―u M | | R t―oo――k| | | U | | M | || | l―――oo―u X | | | || | | l―oo―u | | | |E| | | | | | | | |M| | | | m―――j m―――j |R| | | | |P| | | | |B

− − − − − − | | | | || | | | l―――k || | | | | | || | | | | C t―oo――j
Aux 1: | | | m――――――――――――――――oo―u O || | | | N || | m――――――――――――――――――oo―u N || | | || | | t―oo――k| | | | |E| | m―――j |M

− − − − − − | | |R| | |P| | l―――k |B| | CLINK:s for speech | | |
Aux 2: | | | C t―oo――j| m―――――――――――――――――――――――oo―u O || | N |m―――――――――――――――――――――――――oo―u N || | EMRPB| t―oo――――...

o――――――――――o | | To possible further
(= external cable) m―――j cabinets on MB site
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17.4 AIR FRAME SYNCRONIZATION

External reference
(Option) l―――k―――――→――――oo―u || R | o――――――――――o

Main | E | (= external cable)
cabinet: | M || U |l―←――oo―u X || | || m―――j

− − − − − − | l―――k| | || | C |
Aux 1: m――――――――――――――――→――oo―u O || N |l―――――←――oo―u N || | || | || m―――j

− − − − − − || l―――k| | |
Aux 2: | | C |m―――――→――oo―u O || N |l――――――――――――――――←――oo―u N || | || | |

− − − − − − | m―――j|| l―――k l―――km―→――oo―u | | |
Main | R | | C |
Cabinet 2: | E | | O || M | | N || U | | N |l―←――oo―u X | | || | | | || m―――j m―――j|

:

The figure shows the connection of the air frame
syncronization signal on one MB site where more than
one input PCM line is used (that is, more than one
REMUX is used.).
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18 CONNECTIONOF CABINETS 882M/DM−884M

18.1 CONTROL PATH

Control is carried via the EMRP bus (EMRPB).

EMRPB−connection is available on both STRP and STRM
fronts, so that one EMRPB can be connected to another
cabinet. When connecting from 884M to 882M/DM, the EMRPB
cable goes to the EMRP/EMRPAT/EMRPMD front connectors.
When connecting from 882M/DM to 884M, the cable is
connected to the CONN board, which feeds it to the
backplane distribution in the same cabinet, and further
cabinets connect to the through−connect connector on
CONN. Note that there can only be one EMRPB to EMRPM.

APZ currently requires that both STC/STR−pairs in an EMG
are of the same type (see ref 11). It is therefore
currently not possible to connect the current STRP in
the same EMG as the STRM.
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PCM in l―――k l―――k――→―――u | | |
out | | | |l―――――――――――←―――u | | || | R | | S |

Main | l―――――――oo―u E | | T |
cabinet: | | l―――――oo―u M | | R t―oo――k
884M | | | | U | | M | || | | l―――oo―u X | | | |E| | | | l―oo―u | | | |M| | | | | m―――j m―――j |R

− − − − − − | | | | | |P| | | | | l―――k |B| | | | | | | || | | | | | C t―oo――j
Aux 1 | | | | m――――――――――――――――oo―u O |
(if it exists) | | | | | N || | | m――――――――――――――――――oo―u N || | | | || | | | t―oo――kE| | | m―――j |M

− − − − − − | | | |R| | | l―――k |P| | | CLINK:s for speech | | |B
Aux 2: | | | | C t―oo――j
(if it exists) | | m――――――――――――――――――――oo―u O || | | N || m――――――――――――――――――――――oo―u N || | || | t―oo―――kE| m―――j |M

− − − − − − | ................ |R| . . |P| l―――k ..... . l―――k . |B| | | . . . | t―oo.. |
RBS882M/DM m――――――――u T | . . . | E | . |
Auxiliary | D | . S . . | M | . |
Cabinet | I |... T ...... | R | . || / | . R . possible | P | . || M | . P . 2nd | | . || I | . . EMRPB | t―oo―――u| N | . . | | . || I | . . m―――j to further EMRPsm―w―j .....|m―――――――/ ――――――→ to MTM/DMTMs

N wires
carrying speech

o――――――――――――――o
(= external cable)
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18.2 RF PATHS

It is possible to locate up to three micro base
stations in the same cell. This document describes how
the antenna near parts are configured when several
base stations have a common antenna system.

The RBS884M is only planned for connection to an
RBS882M/DM without MCPA, although this configuration is,
in principle, possible. It is not verified and no
cables, application rules etcetera are documented.

The RBS884M is assumed to be connected to the antennas
directly, so that the RFTL−supported functions work as
planned, i.e. with reference to the feeder connection.

RBS882M is described in ref. 10.
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18.2.1 One duplex filter

18.2.1.1 TX branch

Below there is a block diagram showing how the TX
branch is configured when there are three cabinets in
one cell. If there are two cabinets in the same cell,
the second combiner in the main cabinet has two inputs
instead of three.

l――――k
AUXILIARY CAB.2 TRX1 ―――u HC |20dBm o――――――――――o
(884M or 882M) . | t――oo――k (= inter−cabinet cable)

. | | |
TRX8 ―――u | |m――――j ||l――――k |

AUXILIARY CAB.1 TRX1 ―――u HC |20dBm |
(884M or 882M) . | t―oo―k |

. | | | |
TRX8 ―――u | | |m――――j | || || |

MAIN CABINET | |
(884M) | | l――――kl―――――k l――――k | m―oo―u HC | 15dBm

. | TRX | l――――u HC | m―――oo―u |oo―k
. | 8 | | . ―u t―――――――――――u | |l――v――k | | . | | 20dBm m――――j o |||| TRX t――j | m――――j o mnj| 1 t――――――j l――――――――k l―――――k || t――――――k | DUPLEX t――――u MCUt――――――j| t――――k | m――――――――j | t――km―――――j | | o m―ww――j || | l―――――k l―――――k o || || m―――u PSP | | MCA| | || || . ―u t―――u t――――oo――――j || || . | | | | l――vv――k || t― − ―u t― − ―u 0dB | RFTL t――jm―――――u PSP | | MCB| | t――k

. ―u t―――u t――――oo――――― m――――――j |

. | | | | o |m―――――j m―――――j o | |||l――――――k l―――――k | mnj| RXBP t―――――u MCUt――j |m――――――j | t――――――jm―――――j
The TX levels are nominal power levels per carrier.
Level values are provided for information, they are not
formal specifications.
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If one cell consists of RBS 882M cabinets only, one
of them is the main cabinet. The cabinets are connected
in the same way as shown in the figure above.
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18.2.1.2 RX Branch

Below there is a block diagram showing how the RX−A
branch is configured when there are three cabinets in
one cell.
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l―――――k l――――k
. | TRX | l――――――――u HC |

. | 8 | | . ―u t――――――――――kl――v――k | | . | | | |||| TRX t――j | m――――j | mnj| 1 t――――――j l―――v――――k l―――――k || t――――――k | DUPLEX t――――u MCUt――――――j| t――――k | m―――w――――j | t――km―――――j | | | m―ww――j || | l―――――k l―――――k | || || m―――u PSP | | MCA| | || || . ―u t―――u t――――j || || . | | | | l――vv――k || t― − ―u t― − ―u | RFTL t――jm―――――u PSP | | MCB| | t――k
. ―u t―――u t―――――――k m――――――j |
. | | | | | |m―――――j m―――――j | | |||l――v―――k l―――――k | mnj

. | RXBP t――u MCUt――j |

. m――――――j | t――――――j

. . m―――――j

. .
Levels rel. to input:+4.5/5.2dB +16dB −2dB −1dB 0dBl―――――k .
MAIN CABINET TRX1 ←――u PSP | l―――――k l――――――――k .
(884M) TRX2 ←――u A | | MCA| | BAND | l――――――――k

. | t――u t――u REJECT t――u DUPLEX t―oo――

. | | | | | FILTER | m――――――――j
TRX10 ←――u | m―w―w―j m――――――――jm―――――j | |0dB| |oo―――――――――――――――――――――――――km――oo―――――――――――――――――――――――k |

+1dB (882M/DM) | |l―――――k | |
AUXILIARY CAB.1 TRX1 ←――u PSP | l―――――k0dB | |
(884M or 882M) TRX2 ←――u A | | MCA| l―――――――――――――k | |

. | t―――u t―oo―u FIXED ATTEN t―――j |

. | | | | m―――――――――――――j |
TRX10 ←――u | m―――――j |m―――――j ||l―――――k |

AUXILIARY CAB.2 TRX1 ←――u PSP | l―――――k0dB |
(884M or 882M) TRX2 ←――u A | | MCA| l―――――――――――――k |

. | t―――u t―oo―u FIXED ATTEN t―――――j

. | | | | m―――――――――――――j
TRX10 ←――u | m―――――jm―――――j

The RBS 882M cabinets contain eight transceivers and
accordingly the power splitter has eight outputs.
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In the auxiliary cabinets the receive filter part of
the duplex filter and the band reject filter are
replaced by a fixed attenuator (cable).

In the RX−B branch there is a receive filter (RXBP)
instead of the duplex filter. Otherwise there are the
same blocks as in the RX−A branch.

18.2.1.3 MCPA

The figure below shows how to connect an MCPA. In the
figure the main cabinet is RBS 884M. If the main
cabinet is RBS 882M, the MCPA would be connected in
the same way. Note that the Duplex−filter etc for
RBS884M is not designed for higher power than from the
hybrid combiner, so this only shows a principle.
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l――――k
AUXILIARY CAB.2 TRX1 ―――u HC |
(884M or 882M) . | t――――k

. | | |
TRX8 ―――u | |m――――j ||l――――k |

AUXILIARY CAB.1 TRX1 ―――u HC | |
(884M or 882M) . | t――k |

. | | | |
TRX8 ―――u | | |m――――j | || || |

MAIN CABINET | |
(884M) | | l――――――kl―――――k l――――k | m―――――u MCPA|

. | TRX | l――――u HC | m―――――――u |
. | 8 | | . ―u t――――――――――u |l――v――k | | . | | m―――w――j |||| TRX t――j | m――――j | mnj| 1 t――――――j l―――v――――k l―――――k || t――――――k | DUPLEX t――――u MCUt――――――j| t――――k | m―――w――――j | t――km―――――j | | | m―ww――j || | l―――――k l―――――k | || || m―――u PSP | | MCA| | || || . ―u t―――u t――――j || || . | | | | l――vv――k || t― − ―u t― − ―u | RFTL t――jm―――――u PSP | | MCB| | t――k

. ―u t―――u t――――k m――――――j |

. | | | | | |m―――――j m―――――j | | |||l――v―――k l―――――k | mnj| RXBP t―――――u MCUt――j |m――――――j | t――――――jm―――――j
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18.2.2 TX and RX Filters

Below there is a block diagram showing how the TX
branch is configured when there are three cabinets in
one cell and separate TX and RX filters.

l――――k
AUXILIARY CAB.2 TRX1 ―――u HC |
(884M or 882M) . | t――――k

. | | |
TRX8 ―――u | |m――――j ||l――――k |

AUXILIARY CAB.1 TRX1 ―――u HC | |
(884M or 882M) . | t――k |

. | | | |
TRX8 ―――u | | |m――――j | || || |

MAIN CABINET | | |||
(884M) | | l――――k mnjl―――――k l――――k | m―u HC | l――――――k l―――――k |

. | TRX | l――――u HC | m―――u t――u TXBP t――u MCUt―――j
. | 8 | | . ―u t――――――u | m――――――j m―w―w―jl――v――k | | . | | m――――j | || TRX t――j | m――――j l―――――――j | |||| 1 t――――――j | l―――――――j mnj| t―――k l――――――k | | l―――――k || t―k | | RXBP t――n―n―――u MCUt―――jm―――――j | | m――w―――j | | | t――k| | l―――――k l―――――k | | | m―――――j || m―――u PSP | | MCA| | | | || . ―u t―――u t――――j | | || . | | | | l―v―v――k || t― − ―u t― − ―u | RFTL t―――――――――jm―――――u PSP | | MCB| | t――――――k

. ―u t―――u t――――k m――――――j |

. | | | | | |m―――――j m―――――j | | |||l――v―――k l―――――k | mnj| RXBP t―――――u MCUt――j |m――――――j | t――――――jm―――――j

The RX−A and RX−B branches are configured in the same
way as the RX−B branch in section "One duplex filter".
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18.2.3 Two Duplex Filters

The block diagram below shows how the TX branch is
configured when there are two cabinets and two duplex
filters in one cell. If there are three cabinets in
the same cell, the "cabinet" combiners in the main
cabinet have three inputs instead of two.

AUXILIARY CAB.1
(884M) l――――k

TRX8 ―――u HC |
: | t――――k
TRX5 ―――u | |m――――j |l――――k |
TRX4 ―――u HC | |
: | t――k |
TRX1 ―――u | | |m――――j | || || |

MAIN CABINET | |
(884M) | || | |||l―――――k l――――k | | l――――k mnj

. | TRX | l―――――u HC | | m――u HC | l――――――――k l―――――k |
. | 8 | | . ―u t―――n――――u t―――u DUPLEX t―――――u MCUt――――――jl――v――k | | . | | | | | m――w―――――j | t――k| TRX t――j | m――――j | m――――j | m―ww――j || 5 t――――――j | | || || t――― PSP−A | | l――vv――k || t――― PSP−B | l――――j | RFTL t――jm―――――j | | | t――k| | m――ww――j || | || |l―――――k l――――k | l――――k | || | |||

. | TRX | l――――――u HC | m――u HC | | l――――――――k l―vv――k | mnj
. | 4 | | . ―u t――――――――u t―――n―――u DUPLEX t―――u MCUt――j |l――v――k | | . | | | | | m―――w――――j | t――――――j| TRX t――j | m――――j m――――j | | m―――――j| 1 t――――――j | || t――――――k | || t――――k | | |m―――――j | | | || | l―――――k l―――――k | || m―――u PSP | | MCA| | || . ―u A t―――u t―――――――――j || . | | | | || t― − ―u t― − ―u |m―――――u PSP | | MCB| |

. ―u B t―――u t―――――――――――――――――j

. | | | |m―――――j m―――――j
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The RX−A branch as well as the RX−B branch are
configured in the same way as the RX−A branch in
section "One duplex filter".

18.3 SPEECH PATH AND CLOCK INFORMATION

Speech and clock reference is carried on the E1/T1
PCM−link between the RBS882M/DM and RBS884M.

This is connected on the fronts between REMUX and TDI or
MINI. It is recommended to put TDI’s "last in the
chain", because clock failures in TDI might not create
any system alarms or actions, and base stations
depending on that clock may thus provide poor service
and operate outside TIA specifications. RBS884M and
882DM provide alarms. RBS884M can keep the stability for
several days.
The 882DM and 884M can be connected in any order.
However, present SW does not provide full performance
regarding restart behaviour and link supervision, so the
RBS884M is still recommended to be put first in the
chain.
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PCM in l―――k――→―――u |
out | |l―――――――――――←―――u || | R |

Main | | E |
cabinet: | | M |
884M | | U || | X || | || m―――j

− − − − − − |
Aux 1 |
(if it exists) |

− − − − − − |
Aux 2: |
(if it exists) |

− − − − − − ||| l―――k| | |
RBS882M/DM m――――――――u T |
Auxiliary | D |
Cabinet | I || / || M |l――――――――u I || | N || | I || m―――j↓

to further
base stations
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19 HW SUPPORTFOR TRAFFIC FUNCTIONS

The HW is designed to allow any channel function in any
EMRPM or TRX, i.e. free allocation, except for the two
positions without connection to the TX antenna.
Possibilities to assign backup units is thus maximized.
Different CFU’s cause different EMRPM load, so it is
recommended to use the recommended assignment, if future
upgrades increase the load.

The HW is not prepared for non−IS−54 characteristics
like dynamic (time−slot) BS power regulation or CDMA.
Some HW must be replaced to allow this.

The HW is prepared for Air Frame Sync, i.e. all TRXes
operate at the frame timing (in digital mode). This
timing can also be derived from an external source, e.g.
a GPS receiver.

RBS884M is designed to support CDPD modulation (with SW
reload)

The following functions and features are prepared in
hardware, but will not have system support software−wise:

− Analog verification (= AVC) in dual−mode verification

The product is not prepared for:
− ADPCM/PCM transcoding in analog mode
− BS power regulation dynamically (e.g. per time slot)
There are no specific traffic functions related to the
RBS 884M. Functions supported is equivalent to RBS 882
and RBS 882D.
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20 HW SUPPORTFOR STANDARDO&MFUNCTIONS

All functional descriptions in this document are limited
to the HW support, primarily for functions without
system support, i.e. where there is no other function
documentation.

20.1 EVENT LOG

Each device has an internal event log that stores the
10 latest serious faults or major failures.
It also stores the 10 latest minor faults since
the last serious fault or major failure.

The Event log can be read over the TLINK/CLINK
interface only, normally in the repair shop.
No system support via CP.

20.2 DEVICE RECOVERY

The recovery intends to filter out occasional,
temporary, errors ("false alarm").
If a device reports a serious fault the system will
respond with a blocking order. After five minutes the
system will try to reset and start the device again.
If a new serious fault is received within three
minutes, the device will be blocked again and no
further attempts to recover will be performed.

20.3 BACK−UP OF CC/DCCH/SR/VER

If there is a malfunction in the equipmentment providing
the CC function, the system (meaning MTS) is
automatically moving the CC function to a predefined
"CEQ".

The same support is available for SR (as in earlier
packages), but in this package with additions for VER
and DCCH backup. All backup functions are "owned" by MTS,
MBS only supports these functions. The MTS function only
allows reconfiguration from the "essential" channel
functions to VC/DTC.

The MBS architecture, and RBS884 HW, supports flexible
allocation of backup channel to any device. This enables
flexible HW upgrading, where different units may be
merged, as the HW is rationalized. The backup "CEQ"
should be chosen so that original and backup units share
as little HW as possible, maximizing the system
availability.
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20.4 TEST AND MONITORING OUTLETS

There are only two kinds of monitoring outlets:
− one per PCM−line, connected on REMUX
− a measurement coupler per antenna connection. This is

the MCU used by RFTL, if the RFTL is installed. The
RFTL shall be blocked first, because the cable
MCU−RFTL must be removed

20.5 BASE STATION TEST INTERFACE (BSTI)

The possibility to connect a PC to the EMRPM in order
to log and insert signals for test purposes.
Not to be used by customers.

20.6 CSU FUNCTIONS

The REMUX can support the functions normally supported
by a Customer Service Unit applied on the PCM line
connection. This includes test loops.

20.7 ALARM ON POWER FAILURE

The base station will, via EMRPM, send an alarm to the
MSC. The operator can thus decide on the correct action
without going to the site. This function can be disabled
manually by strapping the AC/DC for extended hold−up of
TRXes, too, not only CRI−parts.

If DC power supply is used, there are two switches on
the DC−CONN that can disable the alarm functions on power
failure. If the alarm functions are enabled and an alarm
is activated, an alarm is sent to the MSC via the
EMRPM.

20.8 VOICE LINE CHARACTERISTICS

Both analog and digital voice channels have selection of
A− or u−law PCM coding, voice level adjustment (up− and
downlink separately). It is implemented in TRAB for
digital mode and in TRX for analog mode.

20.9 HOT REPAIR

All units, except the AC/DC or the DC−CONN, can be
extracted/inserted in powered magazines, without being
damaged or other units being disturbed electrically.

Normal blocking/deblocking procedures should be used to
avoid traffic disturbancies.
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20.10 BYPASS AT POWER FAILURE

The REMUX automatically connects the two PCM−links at
power failure (in +24V, i.e it connects after >700ms, if
the "alarm enabled" mode is selected). There are
limitations imposed by synchronisation behaviour, PCM
link formats etc, so this is a basic HW preparation for
future. more complete, functional support.

This feature reduces the need for battery backup in
small base stations

20.11 BASIC FAULT HANDLING AND INDICATIONS

20/1056−7/FCP 103 211 shows:
− Indicators
− Marking
− Cabinet Identity Switch
− CLINK placement
− Numbering of racks and subunits

7/1551−ANT24401 shows how to mark RBS884 units

10/1056−7/FCP103211 shows
− Redundant power feed
− Exchangability with power on
− Fault detection
− False alarms
− Reset response
− Selftest of devices
− Selftest of support processors
− Selftest at power up
− (lack of) need of tools

All devices have an algorithm to prevent "hanging
devices" by resetting the whole application in case of
loss of control communication (exceptions are now REMUX
and ECU)

20.12 LIMITATIONS

The following functions and features are prepared in
hardware, but will not have system support software−wise
in the current release:

− Control outputs
− SW and HW information
− Fault signal filtering
− Pin pointing of faulty unit / Error log
− RSSI calibration
− RF testloop
− Statistical supervision of DTC
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− APT−alarm for faulty RFTL
− APT−alarm for faulty ALM (non−existant in this

package)
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21 HW SUPPORTFOR OPTIONAL O&MFUNCTIONS

21.1 RF TESTLOOP WITH RFTL

The HW supports the following function, but there is no
system support yet.

The RFTL can be used to test the Tx and Rx RF−paths. A
TRX is ordered to transmit a predefined modulated
carrier. RFTL picks up the signal via the measuring
coupler unit. The signal is mixed and transferred to
the MS transmitting band and fed out on the Rx
branches via the MCU. Any TRX can then be ordered to
measure the signal in order to check TRX and RF−path
functions.

21.2 EXTERNAL ALARMS

The microbase cabinet is prepared for installing one ALM
unit and thus providing the following, future,
functionality.

If an ALM board is used, up to 32 external alarms can be
connected.

The function can be defined as open or closed for
alarm, for each input.

Each input is of current−loop type, sourced by ALM. The
external alarm switch is assumed to be galvanically
floating. See ref. 9!

An activated input can produce an alarm along with an
alarm printout.

Alarm class and slogan is set manually by command.

21.3 CONTROL OUTPUTS

The microbase cabinet is prepared for installing one ALM
unit and thus providing the following, future,
functionality.
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If an ALM board is used, up to 8 output control ports
are available.

Each output provides a closed connection when
activated.

The ports are controlled by manual command.

Function:

l―――――――――――――――――――k| || || o o|| − − ―→ Output| Activation
o o| || |m―――――――――――――――――――――j

See ref.9!

21.4 SW AND HW INFORMATION

The HW supports the following function, but there is no
system support yet.

The function provides a printout of base station
equipment.

Lists can potentially be produced on MSC, site or device
level.

The printout contain information about:

− SITE
− CABINET_NUMBER
− POSITION_NUMBER
− HW_PRODUCT_NUMBER
− HW_REVISION
− HW_SERIAL_NUMBER
− PRODUCT_FUNCTION_CODE
− REVISION_FUNCTION_CODE
− SYSTEM_FUNCTION_CODE
− SW_PRODUCT_NUMBER
− SW_REVISION

21.5 POWER BACKUP

If this is needed, it must be provided by an external
UPS.
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22 PERFORMANCE

For general radio performance se ref <2>.

22.1 CAPACITY

Capacity refers to both processing capacity and memory
capacity. The figures given are targets.

The intention is that EMRPM shall be capable of handling
CC + 2 DCCH + 7 DTC (full rate) plus various low load
devices like REMUX, ALM, RFTL and FUTURE, or 2 DCCH + 22
DTC (half rate).
TRX shall be capable of carrying 3 DCCH or 6 DTC (half
rate).

22.2 APZ LIMITATIONS

No of EMGs < 256 (depending on APZ version). Will be
extended, but not as part of NOVA2−project

No of TWs < 2048 (?) . This is an extension to allow two
TW’s per base station for redundancy reasons

22.3 CHANNEL SEPARATION

120 kHz

22.4 RESTART AFTER POWER DOWN

The MB starts up automatically after a power down/up.
The EMRPMs will reload. The present APZ functions will
provide parallell SW loading of the EMRPMs.

The devices are normally loaded after power−up, due to
the non−volatile memory. This is normally without
problem. The exception may be if the BS is powered down
during a function change.

22.5 RESTART AFTER LINK FAILURE

The MB starts up automatically after a link failure.

22.6 SMALL SYSTEM RESTART

Generally no calls are dropped during a small system
restart, that is classified as a "minimal restart".
However, control signalling is interrupted
for a while, which could result in dropping calls that
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are in critical states like hand−off.
Another exception is the calls handled by the EMRPS/M
causing the restart (if it was caused by an EMRP fault).
This EMRPS/M will be subject to a "complete" small
restart, which will drop all calls in this EMRPS/M and
in the other EMRPS/Ms in the same EMG (The small restart
is classified as ’complete’ or ’minimal’ per EMG)

22.7 LARGE SYSTEM RESTART

All calls are dropped during a large system restart.
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23 REDUNDANCYSTRUCTURE

There is no redundancy in the RBS884M. AC/DC or DC is
supplied for each cabinet. The EMRPMs control specific
devices and are thus not capable of sharing the load.
There is only one PCM link to MSC. TRXs are inherently
redundant via "Backup" or manual reconfiguration, but
capacity is reduced at failures.

The ’singular’ units are controlled via one EMRP, to
reduce the risk of total failures.
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24 CERTIFICATION

The environmental specs state the performance. In
addition formal certifications are achieved for:

− FCC Part 22 + corresponding DOC (Canada)
− FCC Part 15 + corresponding DOC
− FCC Part 68 for leased lines
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25 ACRONYMSAND ABBREVIATIONS

ACC Analog Control Channel
ADC American Digital Cellular
ADPCM Adaptive Differential Pulse Code Modulation, a method of

digital voice coding
AFS Air Frame Syncronisation signal into TRX
ANP_ATT The estimated ANP attenuation for a RCG
AVC Analog Voice Channel

BSTI Base Station Test Interface

CDPD Cellular Digital Packet Data
CFU Channel FUnction, AVC/DTC/LOC/ACC/DCCH/VER

DEVCB Device Control Bus
DCCH Digital Control Channel
DC−CONN DC connection board
DS0 One 64 kbit channel (timeslot on a PCM connection)
DTC Digital Traffic Channel

E1 CCITT standard 2048kb/s PCM line
EMC Electromagnetic Compatibility
EMG Extension Module Group
EMRP Extension Module Regional Processor
EMRPM EMRP−Microbase specific
EMRPS EMRP Speech bus interface
ESD Electrostatic Discharge
ETB Exchange Terminal Board
EXT_AFS External Air Frame Syncronization signal

MB Micro Base
MBS Mobile Base station Subsystem
MBC Micro Base Cabinet
MC Multicoupler
MCU Measuring Coupler Unit
MSC Mobile services Switching Centre

OCXO Oven controlled crystal oscillator; highly stable osc.

PSPB Power Splitter Backplane

RCG Radio Cabinet Group
REMUX MB interfacing board
RF Radio Frequency
RFTL Radio Frequency Test Loop

SR Signal strength receiver function
SRR Redundant SR
STRM STR in BYB401001 building practice

T1 American standard for 1.5 Mbit PCM lines
TSW Time SWitch; a time slot selector
TRX Multi mode transceiver device
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UPS Uninterruptable Power Supply
VER VERification device for DTC
VERR Redundant VER
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EXHIBIT 8
APPLICANT:
Ericsson Radio System AB FCC ID NO.

B5KKRC12110-11

EPLANATION 2W TRX IN RBS884 BASE STATION

Explanation

The 2 watt TRX KRC 121 10/1 is not mentioned in the
description for the RBS884 Base Station. The unit is
identical to the 11 watt TRX KRC 121 10/2 except for
the last transistor in the power amplifier. So the
description is appropriate for KRC 121 10/1 also, with
this in mind.
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RBS884 Base Station Hardware Technical
Description

Abstract

This document describes the macro base station for the 800 MHz band pro-
vided by the RBS884 platform. It describes the hardware structure with focus
on system level to give an overview of the fundamental parts and structures.
More details can be found in supplementary documents. The document shall
be used as a supplement to the description of the MBS subsystem for under-
standing of the RBS884 base station concept. The acronym RBS884 alone is
the generic name of the macro base station for 800 MHz.

Application

Introduction of customers and Ericsson personnel to RBS884 HW.

Supplementary documents
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1 Revision Information

PB2-3 Second non-reviewed version based on Rev A and following
the guidelines outlined in AR/BU-94137 rev A.

PB3->B Updated in accordance with 63/1776-5/FCP&rbl103&rbl553

B->PC1 50W added

PCx->C Updated and approved in accordance with AR/S-96:061
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2 Introduction

The RBS884 base station is divided into well defined functional parts named
COP, MOP, ANP and SUP. The intention is to make it possible to reuse parts
of the system for developments concerning other systems and to perform
independent improvements of the defined areas.

COP MOP ANPMSC

rbs884macro

SUP

Transmission
Network

NINI

Rx

Rx

Tx

BS

ETC

STCRP

GS

RP

CP

#9/16

TRA

RP

NI

T1 or E1 connection

Figure 1 RBS884 HW block diagram

The RBS884 supports transcoder location in MSC only, which improves the
transmission capacity by a factor three.

The RBS884 is a fully multimode i.e. has all channel functions:

- Digital Traffic Channel, DTC
- Digital VERification, DVER
- Control Channel, CC
- Analog Voice Channel, AVC
- Signal strength Receiver, SR
- Digital Control CHannel, DCCH

All carriers on a site are prepared to be TDMA frame and slot synchronized.

The RBS884 platform utilizes equipment practice BYB 401 001.
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3 Features

The RBS884 is designed for medium to high output power per carrier. 10 W
transceivers or 30 W transceivers or 50 W transceivers can be selected.

The RBS884 can be configured as an omni site, a two sector site or a three
sector site.

The RBS884 supports various cell patterns 7/21 and 4/12.

The RBS884 highly scalable and its physical size depends on the maximum
output power per carrier, the numbers of sectors and the number of carriers
per sector.

As an option the RBS884 can be equipped with a Tower Mounted Amplifier to
balance the uplink RF-path and the downlink RF-path to increase coverage.

4 Limitations

The following functions and features are prepared in hardware, but will not
have system support software-wise:

- Analog verification (= AVC) in dual-mode verification
- Control outputs
- SW and HW information
- Fault signal filtering
- Pin pointing of faulty unit / Error log
- RSSI calibration
- RF test loop
- Statistical supervision of DTC
- APT-alarm for faulty RFTL
- APT-alarm for faulty ALM (non-existant in this

package)
- Setting of MCU attenuation value per RCG (not needed

on CMS88-markets)

The RBS884 is not prepared for:

- ADPCM/PCM transcoding in analog mode
- BS power regulation dynamically (e.g. per time slot)

The RBS884 also have the following limitations:

- Cannot be used as a HUB to connect subordinated
BSs to the MSC

- Cannot be cascaded
- Has no integrated power rectifiers
- Has no unit generating the Air Frame Sync (AFS)
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5 Base station structure

The base station consists of the following major functional parts:

MSC

rbs884macro1

ETB

STR

#9/16

EMRP

TRX

Rx

Rx

Tx

PS MC

COMB

T
S
W

COP MOP ANP

AC/DC BATSUP

DC distribution

AC Mains

Control paths
Radio Frequency paths

Voice & Data paths

Figure 2 The RBS884 structure

COP - Control part

Handles the communication with MSC and hosts the hardware for radio traffic
control, statistics and control of MOP and ANP The COP is the SW-loadable
part of the base station.

For more information refer to Supplementary Documents [2].

MOP - Modem part

Serves as the converter from speech and digital information into radio waves
and vice versa. Hosts channel codec function and performs measurements
on radio transmission quality. MOP consists of non-loadable HW. However,
the TRX program memory can be changed from MSC by command, for
correction purpose.

The transcoder, TRA, is logically part of the modem part but it is physically
located in the MSC.

For more information refer to Supplementary Documents [3].

ANP - Antenna near part

Hosts the equipment associated with forward and reverse RF, such as com-
biners, multicouplers and power splitter. Also provides equipment for looping
of radio signals, output power measurement, reflected power measurement,
RSSI calibration, external alarm collection and control of external equipment.
ANP consists of non-loadable HW. However, the program memory of RFTL,
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ALM and CTC can be changed from MSC by command, for correction
purpose.

For more information refer to Supplementary Documents [4].

SUP - Support part

Provides DC power distribution to the base station hardware. Consists of DC
distribution rails, connectors, circuit breakers and fuses.

For more information refer to Supplementary Documents [5].

Equipment Practice

All BS equipment is assembled in cabinets of uniform design and size, Width
600 mm, height 400 mm and depth 400 mm. The cabinets provides the me-
chanical structure and air forced cooling for the BS. The cooling capacity can
be adapted to the needs for the equipment type housed in one specific
cabinet.

For more information refer to Supplementary Documents [6].

6 Functional submodules and units

The functional parts, COP, MOP, ANP and SUP, are built up by functional
submodules, hosted in cabinets of equal size. Each functional submodule
then contains a number of different boards or units.

The functional parts, COP, MOP, ANP and SUP are built up by the functional
submodules:

Control part:

* CRI

Modem part:

* TCB

Antenna near part:

* ATCC
* ANPC

Support part:

* POWD

A RBS884 BS consists of at least one functional submodule from each func-
tional part. By appropriate number of submodules the total capacity of each
functional part can be adapted to the needs of a specific BS. The figure 3 and
the figure 4 gives some examples
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conf

POWD

ANPC
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ANPC
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Figure 3 The RBS884 configurations, example 10 W and 30 W
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Figure 4 The RBS884 configurations, example 50 W

7 EMC and grounding principles

7.1 EMC zones

To describe the EMC concept a division into different zones is useful,
reference [1]. Each zone has it own EMC characterization, as follow:

Zone 0 is the surrounding of the base station.

Zone 1: Transients from zone 0 are attenuated. Suitable to contain electronic
devices with low radiation and low susceptibility.

The ground characteristics of zone 1 is that it is equipotential, which means
that every part of the ground in zone 1 has the same potential to earth (zone
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0) in every moment. This is the base for protection against external transients
and ESD.

The ground structure shall be made to encircle the base station. This creates
a "wire shield", which is useful for protection against the fields connected to
transients and conducted lightning, see ref [2].

All cables shall enter the Zone 1 via one and oly one intake point.

Zone 2: Shielded from zone 1, and cables are filtered when passing the
shield. The interior of zone 2 is equipotential and the shield is a part of the
ground structure. The shield must be bonded to the ground structure in zone
1. Zone 2 is intended to contain unshielded electronic digital devices. These
has medium emission and medium susceptibility.

Zone 3: Shielded from zone 1 and 2, and cables are filtered when passing
the shield. Zone 3 is intended to contain radio equipment. Zone 3 contains
circuits with high emission levels or high susceptibility, which means radio
units.

7.2 Grounding principles

7.2.1 External connections and shields.

All cable shields must be terminated at the intake point. All external leads
must have transient protection devices mounted close to the intake point (The
Centre lead of the antenna cables are excluded). If the transient protection
devices require connection to ground this shall be done at the intake point.

7.2.2 Cabinet interconnection.

All parts within the cabinet shall be grounded together. This shall preferably
be done with metallic contact of the structures (called direct bond). If this is
not possible, a short braided strap may be used. (Indirect bond).

7.2.3 Submodule.

Inside the submodule multipoint ground is used, and the ground planes of the
boards are usually connected to both front and backplane. This is permitted
but not required. The board magazine is designed according to BYB 401 001
and is covered by a shield. This shield is a part of the ground structure of the
board magazine. The shield is grounded to the cabinet.

7.2.4 Fan unit.

The fan unit is grounded to the cabinet. This is required because of the
RF-filters in the unit, and to reduce possible emission from the unit.
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8 Environmental and safety

The RBS884 is designed to withstand transport, storage and normal operation
over a wide area of temperature, humidity, air pressure etc, see ref [3].

Also specified are ranges for safe operation and non destructive operation.

The RBS884 is designed to fulfil safety requirements defined by ref [4].

9 Basic fault handling and indications

The RBS884 supervision and fault handling is supported by hardware by a
number of basic functions described below.

9.1 Cabinet numbering and board positions

Each cabinet in a site configuration has a unique number, the CID code. The
number is set by a switch in each cabinet and is read by all units in the
cabinet.

Within each cabinet each board has unique board position code from left to
right. Each unit in the cabinet reads the board/unit position within the cabinet.

All units/boards having onboard processor unit are capable of reading the
above explained information.

Detailed information in this subject is found in ref [5] and [6].

9.2 Device product info and event log

Each HW unit has the following product related information stored in HW and
impossible to change during operation. The information is accessible
remotely if the unit is equipped with a processor:

* Product number
* Revision state
* Product Serial number

Each HW unit has the following function related information stored in HW and
impossible to change during operation. The information is accessible
remotely if the unit is equipped with a processor:

* HW generation
* Product function code
* Revision function code
* System function code

Each SW unit has the following product related information stored as part of
the SW unit. The information is accessible remotely:
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* Product number
* Revision state

Each SW unit has the following function related information stored as part of
the SW unit. The information is accessible remotely:

* Program version
* Program revision
* Program function code

Further each exchangeable unit keeps an event log for two event categories,
Alarm and Fault. The event log shall contain the following:

* One alarm log storing the 10 latest events resulting
in alarm, major failures and serious faults, sent to
the MSC.

* One fault log storing the 10 latest minor faults
since the last alarm.

The information is used to ease repair, tracing of system errors and to
provide information for further product improvements.

Detailed information in this subject is found in ref [7].

9.3 Error record

An error record is kept in MSC. All error messages that are sent to MSC are
kept in the error record. Each message contains information about faulty unit:

- Function block name (Device type)
- Device individual # (In APZ device map)
- Fault type (Minor, major or serious)
- Fault code (1-511)

- Cabinet No
- Position No
- HW Product No
- HW REvision State
- HW Serial No
- HW generation
- Product function code
- Revision function code
- System function code
- SW Product number
- SW Revision state

9.4 LED indicators on boards/units

All boards and units have LED indications as follows.

a Indication LED:s are placed in the upper end of a circuit board
and in the upper left corner of a HW unit.
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b The following LED:s will be found on all active units:

a * Power (Green)

b * Error (Red)

c All units containing DP or SP will also have the following LED:

a * Status - blocked/deblocked/traffic (Yellow)

leds

Green

Red

Yellow

Power

Error

Status

Led placement:

Figure 5 The LEDs location on a circuit board having a DP.

Logical description of LED:s:

Power

The power LED is always fed from the source that feeds the logic for the er-
ror LED. That is usually the +5V. This gives a safe indication of all different
types of errors.

Error

The functionality will be different depending on the complexity of the product.
Generally a lit LED indicates that an error is present.

However for units containing DP or SP the following is valid:

When a device is powered up and makes a selftest, the LED will flash. De-
pending on the result, the LED will stay in status lit/not lit. The flashing
frequency is 1 Hz.

Status

The LED will be lit when the device is deblocked and not used for traffic.

The LED will be switched off when the device is blocked or in boot state.

The LED will be flashing when the device is deblocked and used for traffic or
when the device is blocked and being tested.
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The flashing frequency is 15Hz. This will give a flickering impression rather
than flashing.

The duty-cycle of the flashing is generally be 50%, however if the device sup-
ports traffic for more than one carrier/channel, the duty-cycle is progressive,
e.g. 20%,40%,60% or 80%, depending on number of carriers/channels in
traffic, if four carriers/channels are controlled.

The LED will be switched off hardware-wise by the watch dog signal and the
LED status in the processor register will be reset.

Detailed information about logical descriptions, standardized LED size, exact
colors and light intensity is found in ref [5].

9.5 Indications on cabinets

At front of each cabinet two indicators are found: Power-green and Error-red.
The indicators are LED:s behind the small window in the front door.

The LED:s are controlled from the internal electronics in each cabinet type.
The power LED will be lit when power is connected to the cabinet and the er-
ror LED will be lit by any unit/board in the cabinet that has a lit error LED on
the board/unit itself.

Detailed information in this subject is found in ref [5].

10 Base station interfaces

10.1 Base station external interfaces

The following external interfaces are used by the base station hardware:
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Figure 6 The RBS884 External Interface

External interfaces shown by dotted lines in the figure 6 will be added in the
future.

For more information refer to the Interworking Descriptions listed below

DC 86/155 19-ANT 244 01
T1 31/155 19-ANT 244 01
E1 77/155 19-ANT 244 01
V24 48/155 19-ANT 244 01

1551-ROF 131 8217
1551-CNZ 212 117

RF 4/155 19-ANT 244 01
EXT_Alarms 47/155 19-ANT 244 01
EXT_Control 47/155 19-ANT 244 01
EXT_AFS 85/155 19-ANT 244 01

10.2 Base station internal interfaces

The functional parts are connected via well defined interfaces. This will allow
for independent development, functional growth and adaptation to new
techniques.
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COP

MOP

SUP

ANP

P1

Rx
CLINK

bs internal iw

CLINK

CLINK

P1

P1

Tx

Equipment
Practice

FAN/CID FAN/CID

FAN/CID

FAN/CID

Figure 7 RBS884 Internal Interfaces, physical level.

For more information refer to the Interworking Descriptions listed below

CLINK 26/155 19-ANT 244 01
FAN/CID 1551-ROA 117 2042/1
P1 29/155 19-ANT 244 01
Rx 83/155 19-ANT 244 01
Tx 83/155 19-ANT 244 01

TRAB MOP

COP

SUP

ANP

bs level 2 iw

RF

CLINK
layer 2 CLINK

layer 2

CLINK
layer 2

TRAB_MOP

Figure 8 RBS884 Internal Interfaces, level 2. Dotted lines shows future
interwork.

For more information refer to the Interworking Descriptions listed below

TRAB_MOP 74/155 19-ANT 244 01
RF IS-136
CLINK layer 2 27/155 19-ANT 244 01
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11 The control structure

The control structure follows the CP, RP, DP hierarchy of the APZ, figure 9
a). The BS is controlled by a set of EMRPs located in the BS and connected
to the CP of the MSC as a Extension Module Group, EMG. Each EMRP
controls a number of devices each one having its own DP, figure 9 b).

The figure 9 c) shows the structure of the control part of the BS. The ETBs
terminates PCM-links connecting the BS to the MSC. The control link for the
EMG is carried on one time slot on the PCM-link and is terminated by the
STR.

Devices to be controlled are connected to the RTTs via CLINKs, one CLINK
to each device. A set of EMRPSs are used to control the devices on load
sharing basis.

A time switch, TSW, is used to connect control paths from EMRPSs to the
devices being controlled. The TSW also routes the traffic data on paths set
up between a time slot on an ETB and a device connected to a RTT. The
TSW is controlled by a dedicated EMRP.

ETB

STR EMRP TSW

EMRPS

RTT

RTT

RTT

EMRPS

EMRPS
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#9/16
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Figure 9 The Control structure.
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12 The RF structure

The TRX handles uplink radio frequency signals, Rx, from the receive an-
tenna system and transmit downlink radio frequency signals, Tx, to the
transmit antenna system.

Diversity is used in the uplink direction and the receive path for each branch
includes the Multi Coupler, MC, to amplify the received signal and the Power
Splitters to distribute equal power level on each TRX connected to the same
receive antenna.

TRX 01 ATC 01

TRX 02 ATC 02

TRX 12 ATC 12

TRX 13
CTC

TRX 16

SR

DVER

PS

DCCTC TXBP MCU

Tx

MC A

MC B

Rx

Rx

TRX 01 ATC 01

TRX 02 ATC 02

TRX 12 ATC 12

TRX 13
CTC

TRX 16

SR

DVER

PS

RFTL

rcg0 

RXBP

RXBP

Figure 10 The RF structure.

Tower mounted amplifiers, TMA, can be added to improve the RF sensitivity
in the uplink direction.
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Rx

RXBP
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Rx

RXBP

RXBP

TMA
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Figure 11 The RF structure including TMA.

Autotuned Filter Combiners, ATC, are used to merge the output power from
the TRX:s that shall be connected to the same transmit antenna. The
Combiner Tuning Controller, CTC, use the output power measured by the Di-
rectional Coupler Unit CTC, DCCTC, at the antenna feeder connection when
tuning each ATC to optimum output.

All TRX:s connected to the same receiver antenna system and the same
transmit antenna and briged by one Radio Frequency Test Loop, RFTL, is
forming a Radio Channel Group, RCG. The RFTL gets two output power sig-
nals from the MCU and transmit RF signal to each TRX via the two multi
couplers.

13 Synchronization

The RBS884 provides Network Synchronization and Carrier Frequency
Stabilization and is prepared for Air Frame Synchronization.

13.1 Network Synchronization

Network Synchronization secures error free transmission of data to and from
the MCS using buffers and a stable clock. Network Synchronization is
handled by the COP.
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The clock shall in normal operation be locked to a reference signal provided
transparently through the transmission network from the MSC. The reference
signal is normally superimposed on one traffic link connecting the BS to the
MSC.

The buffer is used to equalize short term phase deviations.

13.2 Carrier Frequency Stabilization

The radio network requires very accurate carrier frequency. In RBS884 the
reference signal used by the Network Synchronization also is used as a
Carrier Frequency Reference.

Short term phase deviations must be removed from the reference signal. This
process is called Carrier Frequency Stabilization and is handled by the COP.

To obtain the carrier frequency accuracy the reference signal must be
traceable to a source of Stratum 2 level or better.

13.3 Air Frame Sync, (Future function)

AFS, when used, will synchronize all air frames transmitted from the BS.
Then all frames will be transmitted phase aligned in the air.

AFS is a future function. The AFS shall be generated by the future module
TIM.

The AFS will be distributed to each TRX in the backplane of each TCB. The
TCB will be connected in a daisy chain fashion via the DCON board. A
termination will be needed in the end of the chain.
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Figure 12 The Air Frame Sync distribution

The interface SYNC is part of the mechanic of the magazine and has
connectors for distributing the AFS from ANPC1 to ANPC2.

14 Power supply and power distribution

The support part (SUP) provides DC of +24 Volts to all equipment on the site.
The DC is produced redundantly by applying a N+1 configuration of external,
internal in future, AC/DC converters that are connected in parallel.

Users are connected via fuse and low ohmic distribution. Decentralized
DC/DC conversion is adopted for users. That is, generally boards and
modules has internal, on board DC/DC, converters for required voltages.

Generally all parts that are vital for operation has redundant power feeding to
increase availability for base station operation. The support part also hosts
the optional battery backup.
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14.1 RBS884 Non Integrated Power

Non Integrated Power means AC/DC and battery equipment having other
physical and mechanical structure than the RBS884 Equipment Practice and
is also not an integrated part of the RBS884 control and supervision functions.

With Non Integrated Power the SUP includes only the Power Distribution sub-
module, POWD, having connectors and circuit breakers for 32 P1 interfaces.

DC, +24V, must be provided to POWD from an external source.

The external source shall be supervised via external alarms.

14.2 RBS884 Integrated Power (Future)

With Integrated Power the SUP consists of a number of Power Unit Cabinets
(PUC), Battery Interconnection Cabinets (BIC) and a battery package. The
first BIC has a CLINK connection to the CRI for control and alarm purpose.

The PUC includes rectifiers, a distribution part having connectors and circuit
breakers for 12 users (replacing the POWD) and connection to the BIC.

The PUC:s are connected to a Battery Interconnection Cabinet (BIC). Up to 4
PUC:s can be connected to one BIC.

pow

PUC

Users

AC
mains PUC

Users

PUC

Users

PUC

Users

BIC

1:st
half

2:nd
half

Battery package

Further BIC:s

Figure 13 Integrated power

15 Redundancy structure

15.1 General

The redundancy structure is based on duplication of vital units, N+1
redundancy and the backup functionality.
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A faulty unit without redundancy will always reduce the service capability.
With the backup function vital traffic functions such as CC, DCC, SR and
DVER can be maintained.

The most critical part is the CRI terminating the transmission line to the MSC
and the control link. The CRI is also controlling the entire BS.

15.1.1 One single CRI

In a small site, controlled by one CRI, the CRI is critical. In the figure 14 any
single fault in the shaded parts can be bypassed either due to built in
redundancy or by using back up unit or n+1 redundancy.

Note that the figure is a logical figure and shows the units that must be oper-
ating in order to have a control path to the TRX and in order to have a
speech path to the TRX. The figure does not show the exact interconnections
and order in each path.

For proper function the backup unit must be controlled by an other EMRPS
and via an other RTT than the unit it will back up.

A fault in the ETB or in the TSW will stop the entire BS.

Redundance N + 1 VC
DVC

DC/DC FAN

TSW EMRPS RTT

DC/DC FAN

TRX

DC/DC FAN

ETB TSW RTT

DC/DC FAN

TRX

Control path

Speech path

Redundance

Back up unit

VC
DVC

CC
DCC
SR
VER

One single CRI

RED_ONECRI

N + 1

n + 1ETB STR

ETB STR

Redundance
(optional)

Figure 14 One CRI, system structure, logically

15.1.2 Two or more CRI

With two or more CRI all single faults can be bypassed in the control path.
Vital traffic functions such as CC, DCC, SR and DVER can be maintained
using the backup functionality.

In the figure 15 any single fault in the shaded parts can be bypassed either
due to built in redundancy or by using back up unit or n+1 redundancy.
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For proper function the backup unit must be controlled by an other CRI than
the unit it will back up.

Redundance

DC/DC FAN

ETB STR TSW EMRPS RTT

DC/DC FAN

TRX

DC/DC FAN

ETB TSW RTT

DC/DC FAN

TRX

Control path

Speech path

Redundance

Two or more CRI

Redundance

DC/DC FAN

ETB STR

DC/DC FAN

Redundance

redtwocri

VC
DVC

CC
DCC
SR
VER

VC
DVCN + 1

Back up unit

N + 1

n + 1

Figure 15 Two CRIs, system structure, logically

The speech path has no redundancy in the ETB and TSW. A fault in any of
these will reduce the traffic capability proportional to lost traffic channels.

15.2 CRI

The CRI redundancy is based on duplication of vital units and N+1
redundancy.

The power is distributed redundantly and a single DC/DC converter failure will
not affect the magazine.

The fan unit contains two fans where one fan can keep the cabinet within
permitted temperature range.

The EMRPS:s can be configured in a N+1 fashion which means that if any of
the active EMRPS:s fails, the stand by EMRPS can take over the task.
Changing to the redundant EMRPS must be handled manually.

The redundant EMRPS is supervised by APZ. Reconfiguration has to be
done manually from the MSC.

The TSW and the EMRP cannot be duplicated. The RTT cannot be
duplicated.
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15.3 TCB

As each carrier can support any of the possible system frequencies, a N+1
fashion can be deployed for the TRX:s.

The multi function TRX also makes it possible to use the stand by TRX (or
any of the TRX:s working as a voice channel) as backup unit for the functions
ACC, DCC, DVER or SR. Device/function switching is performed
automatically by the MTS in the MSC, to predefined redundant HW-unit.

The fan unit contains two fans where one fan can keep the cabinet within
permitted temperature range during otherwise normal conditions.

The TRX is fed with power in groups of four, so the maximum impact of a
fuse failure is on four carriers.

15.4 ATCC

The ATC:s can be configured in a N+1 fashion along with TRX, as each ATC
can tune to any of the system frequencies.

The fan unit, integrated in the CTC, contains two fans where one fan can
keep the cabinet within permitted temperature range.

A CTC can not be duplicated. A CTC failure will reduce the functionality. The
backup function can be blocked. The ATC:s will keep their current tuning but
will not be able to change frequency or compensate for temperature changes.

The ATCC cabinet is fed redundantly with respect of DC power supply.

15.5 ANPC

Each cell has diversity reception of radio signals. Hence there are two multi-
couplers per cell and at a MC failure the system will continue to work with
degraded performance.

An ALM failure will not affect operation but it will reduce the supervision of
internal BS errors and disables all external alarm and control possibilities.

A RFTL failure will result in reduced supervision functionality for one RCG.

The ANPC is fed redundantly with respect of DC power supply.

The fan redundancy is equivalent to CRI.

15.6 Power system (Future)

With RBS884 integrated power the AC/DC rectifiers will configured in a N+1
fashion. Fans in PUC will be redundant.
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16 CO-siting

The RBS884 can be co-sited with the RBS882D. Co-sited means that the
RBS884 and the RBS882D shares the Tx and Rx antennas and are
controlled by the same EMG.

The antenna system will be "owned" by the RBS884. The Rx signal is for-
warded from the MC of the RBS884 to the MC of the RBS882D, refer to the
figure 16.

The Tx signals are joined after the combiners of each system and fed to the
Tx antenna through the TxBP and MCU of the RBS884.

To share the same EMG the EMRPB of the control part of the RBS884 and
the control part of the RBS882D must be connected.

The control parts of the RBS884 and the RBS882D must independent of
each other get the sync reference directly from the MCS. Thus each one
requires a PCM-link to the MCS.
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Figure 16 Co-siting of RBS884 and RBS882D
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The details of the interconnection of the RF parts are described in:

RF 89/155 19-ANT 244 01 CO-siting ANP, RBS882 and RBS884

17 Capacity

17.1 The CRI

A BS can be a omni or a two or three sector site. Minimum one RCG is
required for a sector. The CRI is common for all sectors.

The CRI shall have balance between EMRPS and RTT. The load on the EM-
RPS is mainly the control of the TRX:s. One EMRPS is assumed to control
up to 4 - 5 TRXs.

Remaining equipment is in the ANP and can be spread out evenly on a
number of EMRPS and adding little load to the EMRPS.

T1 or E1
to the
MSC

RCG
CELL  A

CELL  B

CELL  C

control

control link

control link

TRX

TRX

TRX

CTC

RFTL

ALM

RCG

TRX

TRX

TRX

CTC

RFTL

ALM

RCG

TRX

TRX

TRX

CTC

RFTL

ALM

CRI

Figure 17 A three sector site

A good balance is 7 + 1 EMRPS and 6 RTT controlling from 4*7 = 28 TRXs
up to 5*7=35 TRXs if the extra EMRPS is used as a redundant unit. If all EM-
RPSs are active units then from 4*8 = 32 TRXs up to 5*8=40 TRXs can be
controlled. RTT capacity not used by TRXs will be left over to ANP
equipments.
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In a three sector site, dual band, there will be at least 1 SR, 1 DVER and 1
CC per sector or totally 9 TRXs not requiring any speech path to the MSC.

With one T1 link to the MSC 23 DS0s are available and 23+9 = 32 TRXs
shall be controlled by the CRI.

With one E1 link to the MSC 30 DS0s are available and 30+9 = 39 TRXs
shall be controlled by the CRI.

In a three sector site each sector has 1 RFTL and 1 CTC for the first 11
TRXs carrying voice or data and 2 CTCs if there are more TRXs. The ANP
also includes 2 ALMs. Then 8 - 11 CLINKS are required.

Then in a three sector site having up to 8 (one T1) or 10 (one E1) TRXs per
sector carrying voice takes 40 and 47 out of 48 CLINKS respectively. For
more capacity a second PCM-links is required. However only a small part of
added DS0s can be used due to limited number of available CLINKs. In most
cases 2 PCM-links means 2 CRIs. This is also good from reliable reasons too.
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17.2 The RCG
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Figure 18 Maximum RCG configuration.

The RCG can be expanded to 64 TRX:s on the Rx antenna system. To
match the Rx side two Tx antennas are required each one serving a group of
32 TRX:s.

A three sector site having one full RCG in each sector has totally 3*64 = 192
TRX:s.
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Figure 19 Maximum RCG configuration with the optional TMA.

A set of four CRI should physically address this site provided each EMRPS
have capacity to control 8 TRXs.

17.3 The EMG

An EMG can address up to 32 EMRP. A CRI having 7+1 EMRPS takes 9
addresses since there is an EMRP controlling the TSW and the ETB:s.
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There can be up to 4 CRI in one EMG. The total capacity of the EMG de-
pends on the capacity of each EMRPS. To control 192 TRXs one EMRPS
must control 8 TRXs.

T1 or E1
to the
MSC CRI

RCG

RCG

RCG

CELL  A

CELL  B

CELL  C

CONTROL2

control link

control link

Figure 20 Maximum configuration of 1 EMG

(Note) The EMG is associated with one control link taking one DS0 of
the PCM-link. The capacity is limited and will define the
number of TRX:s that can be controlled by one EMG

One site can be divided on more than one EMG if the number of TRX:s
exceeds the capacity of one EMG.

18 HW support for Traffic functions

There are no specific traffic functions related to the RBS884 family. Functions
supported is equivalent to RBS882 and RBS882D.

The HW is designed to allow any channel function in any EMRPS or TRX, i.e.
free allocation Possibilities to assign backup units is thus maximized.

The HW is not prepared for non-IS-54 characteristics like dynamic (time-slot)
BS power regulation or CDMA. Some HW must be replaced to allow this.

The HW is prepared for Air Frame Sync, i.e. all TRXs can operate at the
frame timing (in digital mode).

RBS884 family is designed to support CDPD modulation (with SW reload).
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19 HW support for Standard O&M functions

All functional descriptions in this document are limited to the HW support, pri-
marily for functions without system support, i.e. where there is no other
function documentation.

19.1 Device recovery

The recovery intends to filter out occasional, temporary, errors ("false alarm").

If a device reports a serious fault the system will respond with a blocking or-
der. After nine minutes the system will try to reset and start the device again.
If a new serious fault is received within six minutes, the device will be blocked
again and no further attempts to recover will be performed.

19.2 Back-up of CC/DCCH/SR/VER

If there is a malfunction in the equipment providing the CC function, the sys-
tem (meaning MTS) is automatically moving the CC function to a predefined
backup equipment.

The same support is available for SR (as in earlier packages), VER and
DCCH backup. All backup functions are "owned" by MTS, MBS only supports
these functions. The MTS function only allows reconfiguration from the
"essential" channel functions to VC/DTC.

The MBS architecture, and RBS884 HW, supports flexible allocation of
backup channel to any device. This enables flexible HW upgrading, where
different units may be merged, as the HW is rationalized. The backup unit
should be chosen so that original and backup units share as little HW as
possible, maximizing the system availability.

19.3 Test and monitoring outlets

There is only one monitoring outlet, a measurement coupler per Tx antenna
connection. The coupler is the MCU to be used by RFTL.

19.4 Base Station Test Interface (BSTI)

The possibility to connect a PC to the EMRPS in order to log and insert
signals for test purposes. Not to be used by customers.

19.5 CSU functions

The RBS884 requires external CSU.
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19.6 Voice line characteristics

Both analog and digital voice channels have selection of A- or u-law PCM
coding, voice level adjustment (up- and downlink separately). In digital mode
the TRAB makes the coding. In analog mode the TRX makes the coding.

19.7 Hot Repair

All units are capable of being extracted/inserted in live magazines, without
being damaged or other units being disturbed electrically.

Normal blocking/deblocking procedures should be used to avoid traffic
disturbances.

20 HW support for Optional O&M functions

20.1 RF testloop with RFTL

The HW supports the following function, but there is no system support yet.

The RFTL can be used to test the Tx and Rx RF-paths. A TRX is ordered to
transmit a predefined modulated carrier. RFTL picks up the signal via the
measuring coupler unit. The signal is mixed and transferred to the MS trans-
mitting band and fed out on the Rx branches via the MCU. Any TRX can then
be ordered to measure the signal in order to check TRX and RF-path
functions.

20.2 Control outputs

With an ALM unit installed output control, a future functionality, can be
provided.

Up to 8 output control ports are available on the ALM unit.

Each output provides a closed loop when activated.

The ports are controlled by manual command

outputcontrol

Activation Output

Figure 21 The output control closed loop

Refer to 47/155 19-ANT 244 01, ALM interwork description.
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20.3 SW and HW information

The HW supports the following function, but there is no system support yet.

The function provides a printout of base station equipment.

Lists can potentially be produced on MSC, site or device level.

The printout contain information about:

- SITE
- CABINET_NUMBER
- POSITION_NUMBER
- HW_PRODUCT_NUMBER
- HW_REVISION
- HW_SERIAL_NUMBER
- PRODUCT_FUNCTION_CODE
- REVISION_FUNCTION_CODE
- SYSTEM_FUNCTION_CODE
- SW_PRODUCT_NUMBER
- SW_REVISION

21 References

[1]. 10/1056-ANT 244 01 EMC Requirements

[2]. 1/1531-ANT 244 02 Grounding Principles

[3]. 11/1056-ANT 244 01 Environment Requirements
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related info in HW and
SW and Event log.

22 Vocabulary

22.1 Abbreviations

ACC Analog Control Channel
AFS Air Frame Synchronization
ALM Alarm Module
ANP Antenna Near Part
ANPC ANP complementary equipment Cabinet
ATC Auto Tuned Combiner/Cavity
ATCC ATC and CTC Cabinet
AVC Analog Voice Channel
BFU Battery Fuse Unit
BIC Battery Interconnection Cabinet
BS Base Station
COMB Combiner
CID Cabinet Identity switch
CLINK Control LINK
COP Control Part
CRI Control and Radio Interface
CTC Combiner Tuning Controller
DCC Digital Control Channel
DC-CTC Directional Coupler CTC
DCON Data Connection board (In TCB)
DEVCB DEVice Control Bus
DEVSB DEVice Speech Bus
DP Device Processor (A Device on the DEVCB or eq.)
DS0 One 64 kbit channel (time slot on a PCM connection)
DTC Digital Traffic Channel
DVER Digital verification function
EMG Extension Module Group
EMRP Extension Module Regional Processor
EMRPB Extension Module Regional Processor Bus
EMRPS EMRP Speech bus interface
ETB Exchange Terminal Board
ETC Exchange Terminal Central
GS Group Selector
ICF Inter Connection Fuse unit
LED Light Emitting Diode
MBS Mobile Base station Subsystem
MC Multi Coupler
MOP Modem Part
MSC Mobile services Switching Center
NI Network Interface
PCU Power Control Unit
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PS Power Splitter
PUC Power Unit Cabinet
RBS Radio Base Station
RCG Radio Channel Group
RF Radio Frequency
RFBP RF Backplane (in TCB)
RFTL Radio Frequency Test Loop
RP Regional Processor
RSSI Receive Signal Strength Indicator
RTT Radio Transceiver Terminal
Rx Radio Frequency receiver path
RXBP Receiver Band Pass filter
SR Signal strength receiver function
STC Signaling Terminal Central
STR Signaling Terminal Remote
SUP Support Part
T1 American standard for 1.5 Mbit PCM lines
TCB Transceiver Cabinet
TIM TIming Module
TRA Transcoder
TRX Dual mode transceiver device
TSW Time Switch
Tx Radio Frequency transmitter path
TXBP Transmitter Band Pass filter
VER Verification Module
VSWR Voltage Standing Wave Ratio

22.2 Terminology

AFS An Air Frame Synchronization signal used to synchronize all
TRX:s in one RBS884.

CLINK The general communication interface within the RBS 884 base
station. A 2.048 Mbit interface carrying 32 independent 64 kbit
channels (DS0:s) which are always numbered 0-31.

CSU Customer Services Unit includes functions separating the
transmission provider equipment from the customer equipment.

DSI

(Digital Signal level 1, 1.544 kb/s)

The metallic interface between a Carrier and a Customer
installation. 4-Wire interface of 1.544 Mbit/s.

DS0

(Digital Signal level 0, 64 kb/s)

One 64 kbit channel on a T1 connection. (Also used as the
name for a 64 kbit channel on a CLINK.)
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E1 The European standard for 2.048 Mbit PCM connection. Car-
ries 32 independent 64 kbit channels (DS0:s) which are always
numbered 0-31

EXT_AFS An Air Frame Synchronization signal from an external air frame
sync source.

HUB Switching equipment acting as concentrator/distribution point
for transmission lines to subordinated equipment.

RCG

Radio Cabinet Group

A group of transceivers/combiners connected to the same re-
ceiver and transmitter antenna system and thus also using the
same RFTL.

RBS884 RBS884 represents the Macro version of the RBS884 family.

STRATUM Classification of clock characteristic in a hierarchy of clocks op-
erating in a master slave relationship. Stratum 1 has the
highest accuracy and performances.

T1 The American standard for 1.544 Mbit PCM connection. Car-
ries 24 independent 64 kbit channels (DS0:s) which are always
numbered 1-24.

+24V +24 V is used in this document as a general term for the un-
regulated DC power distributed from the support part to all
cabinets. The nominal voltage level is +27.2 V.
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1 GENERAL

The Macro base station, RBS 884, is a product in the CMS
88 product family and belongs to the subsystem MBS (ANT
244 01). The Macro base station is designed to operate
in cellular DAMPS(AMPS) systems. It is a configurable
product with a variation of possibilities, features and
options.

This document gives a short description of the products
in the Macro base station (HRB 104 11).

The document is a complement to 8/1551−ANT 244 01 (ref
1). Functional information such as eg., control
structure, RF structure, base station interfaces, basic
fault handling, synchronization, co−siting, HW support
for traffic functions etc., is found there.

Technical data of the Macro base station is given in the
Product data document ref (15).

For a HW and SW introduction to MBS consult ref (2) and
(3).
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2 MACROBASE STATION PRODUCTS

2.1 CABINETS

The RBS 884 cabinets are based on the equipment practice
for BYB 401 001.

A base station is built with 5 different types of
cabinets, CRI, TCB, ANPC, ATCC, and POWD. With these, 12
standard configurations have been designed. Each
configuration can be built in modular steps.

Common to all cabinets is that they have a CID unit.
With this the position of the cabinet in the
configuration can be set. A number indicates rack
position and a letter indicates the row in the rack (see
ref 16 to 21). The CID can be read from the MSC
(exception the POWD−CID).

2.2 CONTROL PART PRODUCTS

2.2.1 CRI

The Control and Radio Interface (CRI) handles
communication with the MSC. It is involved in radio
traffic control and controls devices such as the TRX
device, the CTC device etc. It has an interface to the
transmission network (PCM), a time switch for setting up
semi permanent paths, and an interface to the devices
(CLINK). The clocks in the CRI are synchronized to the
network. Incoming clocks are filtered from jitter and
wander and are also used as reference frequency for the
carriers.

Four variants of CRIs exist. BFE 401 74/1 Fully equipped
CRI for T1, BFE 401 74/2 Half equipped CRI for T1, BFE
401 74/3 Fully equipped CRI for E1, and BFE 401 74/4
Half equipped CRI for E1. The fully equipped variants
contain an ETB, an STR, an EMRP, a RITSW, 8 EMRPSs, 6
RTTs , 2 DC/DCs and an internal fan. The half equipped
version contains 3 EMRPSs and 3 RTTs less. The
configurations of the full and half cabinets are shown
in ref. (16). (It is shown in all configuration
descriptions (16) to 21).)

For more information about the CRI consult ref. (6) and
the PCB product documentation. The control stucture of a
base station and more information on the synchronization
is given in (1).
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2.2.2 MAGAZINE EXPANSION

The Expansion kit (1/BFE 401 74/1) contains 3 RTTs and 3
EMRPSs boards. With this kit a half equipped CRI
can be expanded to a full.

2.2.3 SET OF MATERIALS

The EMRP Address plugs (from 1 to 9) are installed in
the factory. When a second and a third CRI is installed
at a site they must be replaced with new address plugs
(10 to 18). The product number of the second set is NTM
201 702/1, and the product number of the third set is
NTM 201 702/2.

2.2.4 ETB

The ETB/ETP (ROF 137 78 46/1) and ETB/24 (ROF 137
7892/1) are used to interface the transmission network.
ETB/ETP is used for E1 and ETB/24 is used for T1.

In some configurations an additional ETB is necessary in
the second CRI see ref. (7).

2.3 MODEM PART PRODUCTS

2.3.1 TCB

2.3.1.1 General

The Tranceiver cabinet (BFE 401 66/1) is produced
equipped with radio backplane (PSPB), DCON, PFCON and
internal fans. The cabinet is equipped with 10 W TRXs or
30 W TRXs and a PSP board at installation. Unused TRX
positions must be equipped with RMUs (§2.3.3) to ensure
proper cooling and EMC−shielding.

The Tranceiver cabinet (BFE 401 66/2) is used for 50 W
base stations. It is identical to BFE 401 66/1 except
that it has an other type of fan unit to provide increased
cooling capacity.

The radio backplane in the TCB is fed with incoming
received signals via PSPs from the multicouplers (MCA
and MCB). (The type of PSP depends on the configuration,
see §2.4.1.) Then the radio backplane splits these
received signals and connects them to TRXs in the TCB.
Incoming signals are connected in a similar pattern as
the CLINK signals.
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TX signals are connected from each TRX front to the
ATCC.

Power is connected from POWD to PFCON. It is distributed
in 4 groups to TRXs in board positions (2, 3, 4, 5), (6,
7, 8, 9), (10, 11, 12, 13), and (14, 15, 16, 17).

Note that board position numbers are different from TRX
slot numbers. TRX 1 in a 10 W configuration is
positioned in board position 2, TRX 2 is positioned in
board position 3, etc. The 30 W and 50 W TRXs are twice
as wide as the 10 W TRXs i.e., they need two board
positions in the TCB. TRX 1 in a 30 W and a 50 W
configuration is positioned in board position 3, TRX 2
is positioned in board position 5, etc.

For more information on the TCB see ref. (8). For more
information on the configurations consult ref. (16) to
(21).

2.3.1.2 10 W configurations

CLINKs are connected from the RTT boards in the CRI to
the DCON boards. In the 10 W configuration the signals
are distributed to TRX slots in the following order (2,
6, 10, 14), (1, 5, 9, 13) and (3, 7, 11, 14).

In the designed configurations the TCB is equipped with
10 W TRXs in the following order (TRX slots) (2, 6, 10,
14), (1, 5, 9, 13) and (3, 7, 11, 15). The first TCB in
a sector is equipped with measurement receivers (VER and
SR). The measurement receivers are allocated in TRX
slots 12 and 16. TRXs in slots 2 and 6 in the first TCB
in a cell are allocated for ACC and DCCH. If T1 is used,
slot 4 and 8 has to be equipped with RMUs. If E1 is
used, even slot 4 and 8 can be equipped with TRXs. For
further information about optimization of a PCM link for
E1, see (30).

2.3.1.3 30 W configurations

CLINKs are connected from the RTT boards in the CRI to
the DCON boards. In the 30 W configurations the signals
are distributed to TRX slots in the following order (1,
3, 5, 7) and (2, 4, 6, 8).

In the designed configurations the TCB is equipped with
30 W TRXs in TRX slots in the following order, (1, 3, 5,
7) first and then (2, 4, 6, 8). The first TCB in a
sector is equipped with measurement receivers (VER and
SR). The measurement receivers are allocated in TRX
slots 6 and 8. TRXs in slots 1 and 3 in the first TCB in
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a cell are allocated for ACC and DCCH. If T1 is used and
it is a sectorized cell, not all of the TRX slots can be
used (it depends on the size of the cell and the number
of carriers). The unused slots has to be equipped with
RMUs. If E1 is used, all slots can be equipped with TRXs.
For further information about optimization of a PCM link
for E1, see (30).

2.3.1.4 50 W configurations

The connections of CLINKS in 50 W configurations are made
in the same way as in 30 W configurations.

The TCBs in the 50 W configurations are equipped in the
same way as in the 30 W configurations.

2.3.2 TRX

Three variants of tranceivers are used in the Macro base
stations, TRX (KRC 121 10/2), 30 W
TRX (KRC 121 10/3) and 50 W TRX (KRC 121 04/4)

The TRX can modulate/demodulate both FM and π/4−DQPSK
RF−signals. Consequently all six IS−136 channel
functions can be handled by the TRX. These functions
are:

− Analog voice channel (AVC)
− Analog control channel (CC)
− Signal strength receiver (SR)
− Digital traffic channel (DTC)
− Digital control channel (DCCH)
− Verification receiver (VER)

In digital traffic the TRX carrier can convey 3 DTCs
or 1 DCCH and 2 DTCs. All other channel functions
require one TRX per function.

The connected CLINK (2 Mbit/s) has two duplex 64 kbit/s
channels (timeslots) connected. One is for control and
the other is for speech. The control of the TRX is done
by the EMRPS in the CRI. For more information on the TRX
see (9).

2.3.3 Radio Matching Unit (RMU)

A RMU (SXK 107 4011/1) must be mounted in not used
TRX slots of the cabinet. This is to ensure cooling of
the TRXs in service and EMC shielding. Two RMUs are
used to cover the space of 30 W and 50 W TRXs.
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2.4 ANTENNA NEAR PART PRODUCTS

2.4.1 PSP

Four different kinds of Power splitter boards (or
Antenna distributors) are used in the current
configurations. These are PSP 16 (KRY 121 53/1), PSP 4
(KRY 121 53/3), PSP 8/2 (KRY 121 53/6) and PSP 2/2 (KRY
121 53/5). The PSPs are all connected to two receive
branches.

PSP 16 splits each branch in 4 with an approximate
attenuation of 7 dB. All four outputs are connected to
the PSPB in the TCB. PSP 16 is used in 10 W
configurations.

PSP 4 connects 4 signals from each branch to the PSPB
with an attenuator. The attenuation is 7 dB. PSP 4 is
used in 10 W, 30 W and 50 W configurations.

PSP 8/2 splits each branch in 4 with an approximate
attenuation of 7 dB. Two outputs are connected to the
PSPB in the TCB. The other two are connected to a PSP
2/2 in another TCB. PSP 8/2 is used in 30 W and 50 W
configurations.

PSP 2/2 connects 4 signals from each branch to PSPB with
an approximate attenation of 1 dB. PSP 2/2 is used in 30
W and 50 W configurations.

2.4.2 ATCC

2.4.2.1 ATCC, GENERAL

The TRX transmitter outputs are connected to the ATCs. A
single RF output from the ATCC is connected to the TXBP
(and MCU), which in the 10 W and 30 W combiner versions
is located in the ANPC, and then to the antenna. In the
50 W versions the RF output is connected to the TXBP
(and MCU), which in this case is located in the ATCC,
and then to the antenna.

The ATCs are controlled by the CTC which is controlled
by the system through the CRI. A CLINK is connected from
an RTT to the CTC. Forward power is measured with the
DC−CTC and are used by the CTC to tune the combiners.
Tuning time at a frequency change is between 2 and 3
seconds.
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2.4.2.2 ATCC 10 W and 30 W

Four versions of AutoTuned Combiner Cabinets exist for
the 10 and 30 W configurations. Two of them, ATCC1 (BFE
401 017/1) and ATCC2 (BFE 401 019/1), are old versions
and are not orderable any more. The two new versions are
ATCC1 (BFE 401 058/1) and ATCC2 (BFE 401 059/1).

An ATCC1 is delivered with an ATC−quad, a CTC, a DC−CTC,
and a fan. The ATC quad consists of 4 ceramic combiners
assembled together. The combiner is designed for a
maximum input power of 30 W (44.8 dBm) and a minimum
channel spacing of 270 kHz. The ATCC can house 3 ATC
quads. Hence two additional quads can be installed.

The ATCC2 is similar to an ATCC1 but does not contain a
DC−CTC. Only one DC−CTC is used per TX antenna.

Two cabinets are connected together side by side. The
combiner outputs are connected together in a T−junction
before the DC−CTC in ATCC1.

For more information see ref. (10), (11), (28) and (29).

2.4.2.3 ATCC, 50 W

Three versions of Autotuned combiner cabinets exist for
the 50 W configuration, ATCC1 (BFE 401 050/1), ATCC2
(BFE 401 050/2) and ATCC3 (BFE 401 052/1).

A basic ATCC1 is delivered with an ATC−quad, one CTC and
a TXBP (including the MCU) . The ATC−quad consists of 4
ceramic combiners assembled together. The combiner is
designed for a maximum input power of 56 W (47.5 dBm)
and a minimum channel spacing of 270 kHz. 8 carriers can
be connected to a fully equipped ATCC1. ATCC1 contains
maximum one CTCs which can control 16 combiner filters
and one TXBP.

A basic ATCC2 is delivered with an ATC−quad and one CTC.
12 carriers can be connected to a fully equipped ATCC2.
ATCC2 contains maximum one CTC which can control 16
combiner filters.

ATCC1 and ATCC2 are connected together side by side. The
combiner outputs are connected together with a jumper
before the TXBP in ATCC1.

A basic ATCC3 is delivered with one ATC−quad, one CTC
and one TXBP. 32 carriers can be connected to a fully
equipped ATCC3. ATCC3 contains maximum two CTCs which
can control 16 combiner filters. The ATCC3 is pre−cabled
for 32 carriers at delivery.
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ATCC3 is required for base stations with more than 20
carriers and recommended if the initial installation of
the base station exceeds or equals 16 carriers.

For more information see ref. (23) and (24).

2.4.3 EXTENSION KIT ATCC

2.4.3.1 Extension kit 10 W and 30 W

The extension kit (BFZ 101 19/1) for the old version of
the combiners consists of an ATC−quad and two short
U−links. The ATC−quad is installed in the ATCC.

The extension kit (BFZ 101 32) consists of an ATC−quad
and two short U−links. The ATC−quad is installed in the
ATCC.

For information on installation procedures consult (12).

2.4.3.2 Extension kit 50 W

The extension kit (BFZ 101 32) consists of an ATC−quad
and two short U−links. The ATC−quad is installed in the
ATCC.

The extension kit (BFZ 101 31) consists of a CTC
and cabling. The CTC is installed in the ATCC.

For information on installation procedures consult (12).
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2.4.4 ANPC

2.4.4.1 ANPC, GENERAL

There are five versions of the ANP complimentary
equipment cabinet. For the 10 W and 30 W configurations
they are ANPC1 (BFE 401 022/1), ANPC2 (BFE 401 023/1)
and ANPC3 (BFE 401 022/2) and for the 50 W configuration
they are ANPC1 (BFE 401 037/1) and ANPC2 (BFE 401
038/1).

2.4.4.1.1 ANPC Rx path

The Rx inputs to the ANPC are connected to the antenna
feeders. The received signal is first filtered in the
Receiver bandpass filter (RXBP). The RXBP filters the
signal in the AMPS receive band (824 MHz to 849 MHz).
Then it is amplified in the multicoupler (MCA and MCB,
one for each bransch). From the multicoupler output it
is connected to the PSPs in the TCB. The multicoupler
has capacity to feed 4 PSPs.

The optional RFTL is connected to each multicoupler and
can generate a signal to be received by each TRX. The
purpose is test and calibration.

2.4.4.1.2 ANPC Tx path

The Tx input is connected from the ATCC output. The TXBP
in the Tx bransch attenuates out of band emission
(869−894 MHz). After this filtering the Tx signal is
connected to the Measuring Coupler Unit (MCU). The
output from the MCU is connected to the antenna feeder.
The MCU gives the reflected and the forward power. The
MCU has different outputs for 10 W (−42 dB), 30 W (−47
dB) and 50 W (−47 dB) operation. The outputs are
connected to the RFTL (the optional RFTL measures the
reflected and the forward power given by the MCU). An
RF−instrument could possibly be connected to any of
these outputs for test purposes.

TXBP and MCU are located in the ANPC only for the 10 W
and 30 W configurations, in the 50 W configuration they
are located in the ATCC.
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2.4.4.1.3 ANPC supervision

ANPC1, 2 and 3 are all equipped with one ALM board
each. The ALM board has 16 internal alarm inputs, 32
external alarm inputs and 8 control outputs. (In the
initial release of the MBS SW there is no support for
the outputs.) It is controlled over the CLINK by the
CRI.

ANPC1 and 3 have two reserved slots for TIM (covered
with blind plates). (Synchronization with TIM will be
implemented in the next release of MBS.)

2.4.4.2 ANPC, 10 W, 30 W

The ANPC for 10 W and 30 W houses units for the receive
path, the transmit path, supervision of both TX and RX
paths and alarm.

ANPC1 and ANPC3 *) for the 10 and 30W configurations host
units for one cell, and ANPC2 hosts units for two
additional cells.

Since receiver diversity is implemented in RBS 884 the
ANPC1 and ANPC3 supports two Rx antennas and ANPC2
supports four Rx antennas (two Rx antennas per cell),
and each receive path has one RXBP filter.

After the Rx signal has been filtered it is amplified in
the Multicoupler (MCA and MCB, one for each bransch) The
gain is approximately 23 dB. (A 1 dB output also exists
and is intended to be used when RBS 884 is cosited with
RBS 882, see (1).).

ANPC1 supports one Tx antenna, ANPC2 supports two Tx
antennas (one per cell) and ANPC3 also supports two Tx
antennas (but only serves one cell). Each Tx path has
one TXBP filter and one MCU.

The RFTL is connected to the input of the multicouplers
and to the output of the MCU, different output pairs
depending on 10 W or 30 W.

The cabinet also houses a Power connection board (POC)
and a fan unit.

For more information about the ANPCs for the 10 W and 30
W configurations consult (13).
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*) The ANPC3 is an ANPC1 complemented with one extra
TXBP and one extra MCU to support two Tx antennas. This
together with an extra ATCC and one extra ANPC cable
makes it possible to support 32 carriers and to reduce
the channel separation to less than 360 kHz. The ANPC3
is not included in any standard configuration.

2.4.4.3 ANPC, 50 W

The ANPC for 50 W houses units for the receive path,
supervision of both TX and RX path, connection for TMA
and alarm.

For the 50 W configurations there is one ANPC1 and one
ANPC2 version. The ANPC1 for the 50W configuration hosts
units for one cell, and ANPC2 hosts units for two
additional cells.

Like in the 10 W and 30 W configurations receiver
diversity is implemented, i.e. ANPC1 has two Rx antennas
and ANPC2 has four Rx antennas, and each receive path
has one RXBP filter.

After the Rx signal has been filtered it is amplified in
the Multicoupler (MCA and MCB, one for each bransch) The
gain is automatically adjusted depending whether a TMA
is used or not.

The optional RFTL is connected to the input of the
multicoupler and to the output of the MCU located in the
ATCC

The cabinet also houses a Power connection board (POC),
a fan unit, a BIAS−T and a power unit (PO−ALNA) for the
TMA.

For more information about the ANPCs for the 50 W
configurations consult (25) and (26).

2.4.5 TMA

The TMA (Tower Mounted Amplifier) is an optional
amplifier mounted in each RX−branch. The unit shall be
mounted on the RX−antennas in the top of the antenna
tower. The TMA amplifies the signal in the RX−chain down
to the multicoupler input.

The TMA is designed for outdoor environments according
to reference 4. The temperature range for normal
operation is extended from −33 to +55 degrees Celsius.
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2.4.6 RFTL KIT

The RFTL kit (NTM/ROA 119 3156/2) is optional and is
used for testing and calibration. The kit contains an
RFTL board and cabling. The RFTL has four functions: RF
signal looping, output power measurement, reflected
power measurement and RF signal generation. Three
functions are implemented in the system with the help of
RFTL: Output power calibration, RSSI measurement and TX
antenna supervision. (More functionality is implemented
in the next MBS release.)

2.5 SUPPORT AND INTERCONNECT PART PRODUCTS

2.5.1 POWD

The Power distribution in a base station is done through
the POWD (BMK 505 01/1). The distribution cabinet
contains 32 (20 A) circuit breakers (current limitations
see (7). Nominal input voltage level from a rectifier is
27.2 V. For more information consult (14), (15) and
(12).

The Power distribution in the 50 W base station is done
through the POWD (BMK 505 01/3). This distribution cabinet
contains 32 (30 A) circuit breakers.

2.5.2 BASE SET

The Base set (NTM 201 298) contains a base frame and a
top cover. A rack of cabinets is mounted on the Base
frame. The top cover is mounted on top of the top
cabinet in a rack.

2.5.3 SIDE COVERKIT

The side cover kit (NTM 201 674/1) is used to cover a
cabinet side. Only the cabinets at the far left and far
right in a configuration are covered. In all six
configurations 5 cabinets are stacked in a rack. Hence
10 covers are necessary.

2.5.4 EARTHQUAKE PROOFSET

The Earthquake proof set (NTM 201 680/1) is an option
and is ment to be used in sites situated in earth quake
risky areas. The kit stabilizes the rack and provents to
some extent the bolts in the base frame to be sheered of
during a quake.
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2.5.5 CABLE SETS

Different standard cable sets are available to be used
for the configurations of RBS 884. The main sets NTM 201
686 consists of three kits, one RF cable kit, one CLINK
cable kit and one Power cable kit. If an expansion from
the basic configuration is made, another RF cable kit,
CLINK cable kit and Power cable kit is needed.

Following table shows how the Main cable sets fit in the
different configurations.

Configuration Suffix xxx
10 W Omni 100 to 101
10 W Two sector 200 to 202
10 W Three sector 300 to 304
30 W Omni 400 to 403
30 W Two sector 500 to 505
30 W Three sector 600 to 605
50 W Omni 700 to 707
50 W Two sector 800 to 814
50 W Three sector 900 to 915

Table 1. Product suffix numbers (NTM 201 686/xxx).

For more information about cabling consult (12).

2.6 RBS 884 MACRO USER LIBRARY

The User library (LXF 102 20) is an orderable product.
Three manuals are included a Site engineering manual, an
Installation and maintenance manual (ref. 12) and a Parts
catalog.
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3 INTERCONNECTIONBASICS

3.1 CLINK

CLINKs are used to connect device equipment such as TRXs
and CTCs to the RTT boards in the CRI.

CLINKs for TCBs are grouped in 4 CLINKS per cable. In 10
W configurations 4 cables per TCB cabinet are necessary
to connect all 16 positions. In 30 W configurations 2
cables per TCB are used to connect all 8 positions.

CLINK cables with one CLINK per cable are used to
connect ANP parts.

Detailed information about how the CLINKs are connected
in the different configurations are given in (16) to
(21). For more information on the CLINK interface
consult ref. (22).

3.2 RECEIVE PATH

The antennas are connected to the RXBPs i the ANPC. From
the RXBPs the receive path is connected to the
multicoupler (MCA and MCB) inputs and then from the
multicoupler outputs to PSPs in TCBs. In 30 W
configurations connections between PSP 8/2 and PSP 2/2
are done. In 50 W configurations connections between PSP
8/2, PSP4 and PSP 2/2 are also done. The RX path is
finally connected to the TRXs through the RF backplane
(PSPB).

Nominal gain through the chain is between 5 and 7 dB.
(Lower gain in TCB with PSP 2/2). The noise figure of
the base station is approximately 2 dB lower than for
the TRX stand alone. The intercept point is consequently
also lower.

Typical RF budgets for the different types of RX paths
in 10 W, 30 W and 50 W configurations are given in
figure 1, 2 and 3.
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10 W CONFIGURATION (WITHOUT TMA)

ANTENNA PORT

MCA

0 dB

22,6 dB

21,6 dB

14,7 dB

6,7 dB

PSP16

PSPB

RXBP

−0,7 dB

Fig. 1: Typical RF level budget for 10 W configuration

(without TMA).
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PSPB

PSP 2/2

5,1 dB

14,1 dB

13,1 dB

PSPB

PSP 8/2

6,7 dB

14,7 dB

21,6 dB

22,2 dB

0 dB

MCA

ANTENNA PORT

30 W AND 50 W (WITHOUT TMA) CONFIGURATION

RXBP

−0,7 dB

Fig. 2: Typical RF level budget for 30 W and 50 W

configuration (without TMA).
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11 dB

6,3 dB

RXBP

TMA 

PSPB

PSP 2/2

6 dB

15 dB

14 dB

PSPB

PSP 8/2

7,6 dB

15,6 dB

22,5 dB

23,5 dB

0 dB

MCA

ANTENNA PORT

50 W CONFIGURATION WITH TMA

7 dB
FEEDER

Fig. 3: Typical RF level budget for 50 W configuration

(with TMA).

3.3 TRANSMIT PATH

A transmit path is connected from the front of the TRX
to a combiner in an ATCC. Each combined TX signal is
connected to an ANPC that is connected to a TX antenna.

Typical attenuation from a TRX output to the antenna
output in the TX path is between 3 and 5 dB. The
attenuation varies with the number of TRXs connected,
the combiner type and the channel frequency separation.
An RF budget is given in the figure 2 below.
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TRANSMIT PATH 10 W AND 30 W CONFIGURATIONS (24 CARRIERS)

TRANSMIT PATH 50 W CONFIGURATIONS  (32 CARRIERS)

TRX ATCC

ATC, TXBP AND MCU

47.5 dBm 43.7 dBm

TRX ATCC ANPC

ATC and DC−CTC TXBP and MCU

40.4 dBm

44.7 dBm

36.9 dBm

41.2 dBm

36.4 dBm

40.7 dBm

Figure 4: Typical RF budget in RBS 884.

3.4 POWER

Power is distributed from POWD. Most cabinets are
connected with two cables per cabinet. An exemption is
the TCB cabinet which is connected with 4 cables per
cabinet. Distribution losses to cabinets are typically
less than 1 V.

A rectifier is not included in HRB 104 11 but is
required.

3.5 EXTERNAL INTERFACES

Consult (1).
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4 CONFIGURATIONS

Twelve types of configurations of the RBS 884 Macro base
station has been designed. These are 10 W Omni site, 10
W two sector site, 10 W three sector site, ditto 30 W
and ditto 50 W (with ATCC1/ATCC2 or ATCC3). All are
shown in figure 5 and 6 on the next pages.

The cabinet layouts are all maximum five cabinets high.
TCBs and ATCCs are to some extent located in a
one−row−per−cell pattern. Only POWD and CRI are located
in the top row (row E) in the configurations.

The TCB cabinet is split between two or three sectors in
some locations in order to reduce the empty space as
much as possible. A suitable PSP must be selected for
each TCB as indicated in figure 5.

The maximum configuration can be reached in a number of
expansion steps each one including 4 carriers per cell.
(Expansions of less than 4 carriers is possible.) This
is described in the configuration descriptions ref (16)
to (21). (All these documents are not released yet.
Please, consult 1095−HRB 104 11)
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Figure 5: Cabinet layouts for 24 carriers per cell
10 W and 30 W configurations.
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Figure 6: Cabinet layouts for 50 W TRX, 32 carriers per
cell
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5 ACRONYMSAND ABBREVIATIONS

AMPS Advanced mobile phone system
ANP Antenna near part
ANPC ANP complimentary equipment cabinet
AVC Analog voice channel
ATCC Autotuned combiner cabinet
CC Control channel (IS−54)
CID Cabinet (position) identity switch
CLINK Control link
CRI Control and radio interface
CSU Customer service unit
CTC Combiner tuning controller
DAMPS Digital AMPS
DC−CTC Direction coupler for the CTC
DCCH Digital control channel
DCON CLINK connenction board (TCB)
DTC Digital traffic channel
π/4−DQPSK Differential quadrature phase

shift keying
E1 32 channel PCM
EMC Electromagnetic compatibility
EMRP Extension module regional processor
EMRPS EMRP with DEVSB
ETB Exchange terminal board
FM Frequency modulation
MBS Subsystem Mobile base station

(ANT 244 01)
MCA Multicoupler (branch A)
MCB Multicoupler (branch B)
MCU Measuring coupler unit
MSC Mobile services switching center
PCB Printed circuit board
PCM Pulse code modulation
PFCON Power connection board (TCB)
PO−ALNA Power connection board, TMA
POC Power connection board (ANPC)
POWD Power distribution
PSP Power splitter
PSPB Power splitter (radio) backplane
RITSW Radio interface time switch
RFTL Radio frequency test loop
RMU Radio Matching Unit (dummy)
RTT Radio transceiver terminal
RXBP Receive band pass filter
SR Signal strength receiver
STR Signaling terminal regional
SW Software
T1 24 channel PCM
TCB Tranceiver cabinet
TIM Timing module
TMA Tower Mounted Amplifier
TRX Transceiver
TXBP Transmit bandpass filter
VER MS verification receiver
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6 REVISION INFORMATION

A −−> B: <ERAAFOL>

This revision is updated for the 50 W RBS 884 after
technical review, ref. (27). Some of the major changes
follow below.

§2.3.1 Updated the TRX allocations in the TCBs.

§2.4.2 Updated the ATCC information.

§2.4.4 Updated the ANPC information and added
information about ANPC3.

§3.2 Updated figure 2 and 3.

§3.3 Updated figure 4.
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        LIB - LINE INTERFACE BOARD

                         ROF 137 8406
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1 GENERAL

The Line Interface Board, LIB, interfaces between 8 analogue subscriber lines
and a digital switching network.
The LIB is a part of the AXE subsystem SSS
(Subscriber Switching Subsystem)

LIB implements the following functions for 8 subscribers:

-  Current feed of the subscriber line (2x300 ohms and 2x400 ohms).
-  Off- and onhook detection.
-  Polarity reversal of current feed.
-  Ring signal sending.
-  Ring trip.
-  Subscriber line and line circuit test possibility.
-  Overvoltage protection.
-  2/4 wire conversion.
-  A/D and D/A conversion including filtering.
-  Common control bus interface.
-  Common speech bus interface.

1.1 Indexes
The index of a board defines the relative sending and receiving levels,
 the current feeding resistance and the input impedance.
Table 1 shows the relation between index, levels, current feeding and input
impedance.

Table 1: Index of LIB8

Variant
Transmit

level (dBr)
Receive

level (dBr)
Current feed.

resistance
Input

impedance

ROF 137 8406/1 0 -7.0 2 x 400 ohms 600 ohms

ROF 137 8406/2 0 -6.0 2 x 400 ohms 600 ohms

ROF 137 8406/3 0 -4.0 2 x 400 ohms 600 ohms

ROF 137 8406/11 0 -7.0 2 x 300 ohms 600 ohms

ROF 137 8406/12 0 -6.0 2 x 300 ohms 600 ohms

ROF 137 8406/13 0 -4.0 2 x 300 ohms 600 ohms

ROF 137 8406/21 0 -7.0 2 x 300 ohms 900 ohms
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2 FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION

2.1 Current feed
At nominal battery voltage i.e. -48 V, the LIB8 could be used for lines with
loop resistance up to about 1800 ohms  if decadic impulsing (60/40 ms),
is used.
( A cable of 0.4 mm diameter, twisted pair, has a nominal loop resistance
of   278 ohms/km )
If tone signalling ( DTMF) is used, the line lenght could be somewhat
extended.
As a rule, the  loop resistance  should not exceed 2500 ohms.
The maximum loop resistance could however be limited for other reasons, e.g.
by the type of telephone set used or particular requirements on the line current
specified by the local administration.

2.2 Signalling

The LIB performs the following signalling functions:

DC-signalling:
-  Loop detection
-  Reception of digits with decadic impulsing
-  Polarity reversal

Ring signalling:
-  Ring signal superimposed on battery, -48V
-  Ringtrip detection

Tone signalling:
-  Transmission and reception of DTMF-signals.

2.3 Transmission

Relative level:
The relative levels in transmit and receive direction are defined by the index
of a board. Table 1 shows the relation between index and levels.

Input impedance:
The input impedance is for index .../1,2,3,11,12,13  600 ohms resistive.
For index  .../21 the input impedance is 900 ohms resisrive.

Balance impedance:
The balance impedance is a complex three element circuit.
The impedance is shown in figure 4.
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2.4 Testing

With a test relay, the line circuit and the subscriber line can be connected to
central testing equipment through a test bus.

2.5  Overvoltage protection

The LIB’s are protected by means of PTC-resistors (Positive Temperature-
Coefficient), VDR’s (Voltage Dependent Resistor) and zener-diodes.

The zener-diodes protect the low voltage part of the circuit against transients,
mainly caused by lightning.

The VDR lowers the strain on the transformer and the components behind the
transformer, in case of transversal (metallic) overvoltages, especially of
transient nature.

The PTC’s act as resettable fuses that increase their resistance strongly when
heated up by an overcurrent. The power dissipation on the board is thereby
limited to a safe level.
When the overcurrent has disappeared, the PTC will cool down and return to
its normal low-ohmic state. Thus no manual intervention is necessary to res-
tore the line, as would be the case in a fuse-protected system.
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3 REALISATION

A block diagram of the LIB is shown in figure 1.

Description of the different blocks in fig 1:

OVP:
Overvoltage protection network is shown in fig 2

Test

Ring

Pol.inv

Hybrid

Combo

DP
DEV-

TEST BUS DEVICE

CONTROL BUS

DEVICE

SPEECH BUS

SUBSCR.
LINE

 BIC

Figure 1.  Block diagram  (only one of  two DP and DEVBIC are shown)

and
current
feed

and

relay

OVP

PTC

Varistor

PTC

Hybrid

Zenerdiodes

Figure 2. Overvoltage protection

Feeding resistors

To combo

Battery

a-wire

b-wire
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RELAYS:

-  Test relay for connection to test bus.
-  Ring relay for connection to ring generator.
-  Polarity inversion of battery.

HYBRID AND CURRENT FEEDING:

The 2/4 - wire hybrid consists of an E-type iron core transformer.
A simplified circuit diagram of the hybrid is shown in figure 3.
The balance network (transformed to the line-side of the transformer) is
shown in figure 4.
Resistors are used to feed the subscriber line through the hybrid transformer.

-48V

+
Ring .

Current

feed

Hook
status

Figure 3.  Transformer SLIC, simplified diagram.

Transformer
a-wire

b-wire

Combo-RG
resistors

relay

Pole
inv

relay

Transmit(+)
Transmit(-)

Receive

Balance
imp.

330

100536

Figur 4.   Balance network (standardized values at the transformers line-side)

nF
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COMBO:

The combo performs the A/D and D/A conversion and filtering for the speech
signal.
It also codes the speech signal to A-law, PCM-code.
The input and output relative levels are set by gain setting resistors at the ana-
log input and output of the combo.

DEVBIC:

The Device Bus Interface Circuit links the low speed PCM speech bus
(2Mb/s) on the board to the high speed speech bus, DEVSB (12Mb/s), in the
magazine.
The board is equipped with two DEVBIC circuits, each connecting four
lines to the DEVSB.

DP:

The board is equipped with two Device Processors.
Each  processor controls and supervises four lines on the board and
communicates with master software via the Device Control Bus DEVCB.
The subscriber hook states, including dial pulses, are detected by the DP
through precision resistor networks and comparators.
The hook states during ringing are detected the same way by software
integration and filtering of the comparator outputs.
Ring tripping is done autonomously.
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4 TECHNICAL DATA

4.1 Current feed
The current feed of LIB8 is 2x400 ohms (indexes 1-3) or 2x300 ohms
(indexes 11-13 and 21) resistive as shown in figure 3.
The characteristic is linear, but if the current exceeds 100 mA e.g. due to a
short circuit close to the MDF, the PTC resistors start to limit the current.
This will  keep the heat generation on a safe level.

4.2 Signalling
Subscriber loop signalling is performed according to:
1/1914 - ANS 13101
2/1914 - ANS 13101
1/1914 - ANS 13301
2/1914 - ANS 13301

4.2.1 DC signalling

Loop detection:

The threshold for detecting a transition on hook -> off hook, is a loop resis-
tance < 4200 ohms, and a transition off hook -> on hook, a loop resistance
> 4200 ohms for indexes 1-3.
For indexes 11-13 and 21 the threshold is 4000 ohms.
The line current for which the transition occurs is about 10 mA for all indexes.
However, if the loop resistance should be close to the thresholds,, the detector
would be sensetive to disturbances on the line and therefore the maximum
loop resistance should not exceed 2500 ohms.
The loop detector output is filtered in the device processor before the changes
are reported to the EMRP (Extension Module Regional Processor).
The filter time is programmable. Default is 5 ms.

Decadic impulsing:

No digit analysis is done by the device processor during decadic impulsing.
Only changes in hookstate, filtered as described above, are reported to EMRP.
The performance for decadic impulsing depends upon the subscriber
equipment, the characteristic of the subscriber line and the filtering time.
As a rule, the decadic impulsing could be used in subscriber loops with a loop
resistance <  1800 ohms.
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Polarity reversal:

Polarity reversal of the current feed is done by means of a relay, controlled by
the device processor.

4.2.2 Ring signalling
The ring signal is received from a central ring generator which, via the ring
relay and feeding resistors, feeds the subscriber line with ring signal superim-
posed on the battery voltage -48V.
The ring voltage and frequency are determined by the ring generator, com-
monly 70V - 105V rms, 25 Hz.
The ring cadence is determined by the central software.
The hook status during ringing is supervised by the loop detector of which the
output is oscillating at the frequency of the ring voltage.
The time ratio, output high/output low, is dependent of the hook status and by
time measurements in the device processor an hook off will be detected.
The ring trip is performed autonomously when the conditions are fulfilled.
To avoid false ring trip, the detector output is filtered i.e. after a change, it
must be stable for a certain time, before the change is recognized.
The filtering time as well as the time ratio are programmable i.e. set by central
software. Default values are:

Ringtrip time high        20.5 ms
Ringtrip time low         20.0 ms
Testpoint filtering time   5.0 ms
See 4.2.4 Signalling between EMRP and LIB for more details.

4.2.3 Tone signalling

DTMF signalling:

The LIB board does not generate or detect  DTMF signals.
The tones are sent through the normal transmission path.
Generation and detection of DTMF must be done in central equipment.
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4.2.4 Signalling between EMRP and LIB

EMRP -> DP:

SIGNAL NO. NAME DATA
DEC HEX
 0 00 DEVPIDREQUACK id,05,00,0i,cs
 1 01 ECHO id,05,01,0i,cs
 1 01 ECHO1 id,06,01,0i,d5,cs
 2 02 SUBCON id,05,02,0i,cs
 3 03 SUBDECON id,05,03,0i,cs
 4 04 UPDATE id,0D,04,0i,d1,d2,d3,d4,d6,

d7,d8,d9,cs
 5 05 IDLELI id,08,05,0i,d2,d4,d6,cs
 6 06 RINGON id,05,06,0i,cs
 7 07 RINGOFF id,05,07,0i,cs
 8 08 POLINVON id,05,08,0i,cs
 9 09 POLINVOFF id,05,09,0i,cs
10 0A TESTACCON id,05,0A,0i,cs
11 0B TESTACCOFF id,05,0B,0i,cs
12 0C COMBOON id,05,0C,0i,cs
13 0D COMBOOFF id,05,0D,0i,cs
// // GO AHEAD 80+id

id = DP no. 00 - 7F
0i = ind no. 00 - 03
cs = checksum
d1 = ring relay 00 = released 01 = operated
d2 = polinv. relay 00 = released 01 = operated
d3 = test relay 00 = released 01 = operated
d4 = test point (tp) 00 = on hook 01 = off hook
d5 = order code (tp value) 00 = send off 01 = send on
d6 = combo status 00 = power off 01 = power on
d7 = ringtrip time high in 0.5 ms step
d8 = ringtrip time low in 0.5 ms step
d9 = tp filtering time in 0.5 ms step

Description of DATA  (Byte 1-4) :
Byte 1 = (id) Device processor number
Byte 2 = Number of bytes in message
Byte 3 = Signal number
Byte 4 = Individual (circuit)  number
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DP -> EMRP:

SIGNAL NO. NAME DATA
DEC HEX
 1 01 ECHOR id,07,01,0i,d1,d2,cs
 2 02 ONHOOK id,06,02,0i,d3,cs
 3 03 OFFHOOK id,06,03,0i,d3,cs
 41 29 ECHOR1 id,09,29,0i,d1,d2,d4,d5,cs
 65 41 DEVPIDREQ FF,05,41,00,46

id = DP no. 00 - 7F
0i = ind no. 00 - 03
cs = checksum
d1 = no. of checksum faults
d2 = no. of identity faults
d3 = time for change
d4 = type of line card LIB-5, LIB-7 and LIB8= 00
d5 = value of testpoint according to:

MSB LSB

d5 0 0 0 0 b3 b2 b1 b0

bi = 0  Channel no. (i)  in state HOOK ON
bi = 1  Channel no. (i) in state HOOK OFF

Description of DATA  (Byte 1-4) :
Byte 1 = (id) Device processor number
Byte 2 = Number of bytes in message
Byte 3 = Signal number
Byte 4 = Individual (circuit)  number

4.3 Transmission
This section describes the typical transmission performance for signals pas-
sing through the analogue 2 wire interface and the digital 4 wire interface of
the LIB board.
This is defined as the Z-interface in the ITU-T Rec Q.551.
The performance is described by measurements on half-channels, using the
terms input and output connection, as defined in ITU-T Rec Q.551.
The performance for connections through an exchange involving two analo-
gue interfaces can be determined by suitably combining the values for the va-
rious parameters.
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4.3.1 Levels
The nominal input and output relative level of the LIB8 is defined by its
 index.
Table 1 shows the relation between index and relative levels.

4.3.1.1 Tolerances of relative levels

The difference between the actual relative level and the nominal assigned re-
lative level, which arises from design tolerances, adjustment increments,
cabling etc.  should lie within the following limits:
Input connection                 -0.3  to  +0.7 dB
Output connection              -0.7  to  +0.3 dB

4.3.1.2 Short-term variation of loss with time

When a sine-wave signal at a reference frequency of 1020, +2 Hz -7 Hz and
at a level of -10 dBm0 is applied to the 2-wire analogue interface of any input
connection, or a digitally simulated sine-wave signal of the same characteris-
tic is applied to the exchange test point Ti of any output connection, the level
at the corresponding exchange test point To and the 2-wire analogue interface
respectively should not vary by more than +/- 0.2 dB during any 10-minute in-
terval of typical operation under the permitted variations in the power supply
voltage and temperature.

4.3.1.3 Receive cut off

In order to reduce the risk of instability during those periods when the line
circuit is not effectively terminated by the subscriber, the 4-wire loop is set to
6 dB attenuation in the output connection of the line interface during that same
period.
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4.3.1.4 Variation of gain with input level

With a sine-wave signal at a frequency of 1014 H z applied to the port of any
channel at a level between -55 to +3 dBmO, the gain variation of that channel
relative to the gain at an input level of -10 dBmO, lies within the limits shown
in Figure 5.
Input as well as output connection.

4.3.1.5 Loss distortion with frequency

The loss distortion is expressed in terms of the loss at a specified
frequency, relative to the loss at 1014 Hz, for the nominal frequency
band 200 Hz  to  3400 Hz.
At a nominal input level of -10 dBmO the distortion lies within the limits
shown in Figure 6 for input connection and Figure 7 for output connection.

0

0.6
0.3

1.6

[dB]

- 0.3
- 0.6

- 1.6

Input
Level

[dBm0]-55 -50 -40 -10 +3

  Gain variation

Figure 5. Variation of gain with input level.
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     Frequency
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INPUT CONNECTION1.5

Figure 6. Loss distortion with frequency, input connection
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OUTPUT CONNECTION1.5

Figure 7. Loss distortion with frequency, output connection
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4.3.1.6 Group delay

The values given in this part do not include any delays due to frame aligners
and time stages in the switching matrix, which will be present in a complete
connection.

Absolute group delay:
The absolute group delay is defined as the group delay measured at the
frequency where it has its minimum value in the band 500  to  2500 Hz.
This value is below 700 us for a connection set up through one pair of line
 circuits.

Group delay distortion:
The group delay distortion is measured relative to the absolute group delay
in the frequency band 500  to  2800 Hz.
The distortion lies within the limits shown in Figure 8.
The mask is valid for both input and output connection.

0
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900

   0.5      0.6                 1                           2.6      2.8
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Frequency
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Group Delay
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Figure 8. Group delay distortion with frequency
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4.3.2 Impedances

4.3.2.1 Input impedance

The nominal input impedance is 600 ohms for index .../1,2,3,11,12,13 and
900 ohms for index .../21.

Return loss for index 1,2,3,11,12 and 13 measured against a 600 ohms resistor
is:
> 16 dB in the frequency band   300  to  600 Hz
> 20 dB in the frequency band   600  to  3400 Hz

For index 21, the return loss measured against a 900 ohms resistor is:

> 14 dB in the frequency band   300  to  500 Hz
> 18 dB in the frequency band   300  to  600 Hz
> 14 dB in the frequency band   2000  to  3400 Hz

4.3.2.2 Impedance unbalance about earth

The longitudinal  conversion loss (LCL), defined in ITU-T Rec G.117,
§ 4.1.3, exceeds the following minimum values, with the equipment under
test in normal talking state:

Index 1,2,3,11,12,13:
> 46 dB in the frequency band  300  to  600 Hz
> 52 dB in the frequency band  600  to  3400 Hz
Index 21:
> 40 dB in the frequency band  300  to  600 Hz
> 46 dB in the frequency band  600  to  3400 Hz

Test method:
Longitudinal conversion loss should be measured in accordance with the prin-
ciples given in Recommendation 0.121, paragraph 2.1 and 3. figure 9 shows
an example of the basic measuring arrangement for digital exchanges.
Measurements of the longitudinal and transversal voltages should preferably
be done with frequency-selective level meter.
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4.3.2.3 Terminal balance return loss (TBRL)

The TBRL is related to the loss aio between the exchange test points Ti and To
(see Figure 10) of a half connection as follows:

where ao and ai are the the losses 2-wire port to Ti and To to 2-wire port ,
measured at 1020 Hz.

The balance network is shown in Figure 5.

Using an sinusoidal test signals the measured TBRL exceeds the limits shown
in Figure 10 towards the actual balance test network.

To

Ti

Exchange
test points

Quiet
code

BN

Pi

Po

C2
interface  Z

VT1

GND

VL1

Sinusoidal

generator

BN: Balance network

R should be in the range of 600 - 900 ohms

Longitudinal conversion loss (LCL) = 20 log10                      dB
VL1

VT1

Item under test

Figure 9. Arrangement for measuring LCL

R/4
R

TBRL aio f( ) ao ai+( )–=
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4.3.3 Noise

4.3.3.1 Weighted noise

With a maximum noise level on the battery voltage of 2 mVp
(psophometric weighted), in the frequency range 25Hz - 5kHz,
the weighted noise ( idle channel noise ) is less than :
-64 dBm0p       input connection
-67 dBm0p       output connection
measured with an instrument in accordance with ITU-T Rec. O.41.

4.3.3.2 Unweighted noise

The level of total unweighted noise power, measured with an O.41 instrument
in a 30 Hz to 3 kHz band, flat weighting, is less than -55 dBm0.

4.3.3.3 Single frequency noise

The level of any single frequency, e.g. the sampling frequency and its multip-
les, measured selectively is less than -50 dBm0.

4.3.3.4 Impulsive noise

With the input terminated in its nominal input impedance at the far end of a
subscriber cable, the impulsive noise is less than 5 counts in 5 minutes at a th-
reshold level of -35dBm0 as specified in ITU-T Rec. Q.45 . These limits apply
to the send path and the receive path separately.

Return loss

 0

[dB]

Frequency

          0.3      0.5                                                    2.5      3.4        [kHz]

16

20

Figure 10. Limits for TBRL
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The impulsive noise counter is described in ITU-T Rec. 0.71 .

4.3.3.5 Crosstalk

For crosstalk measurement the following auxiliary signals are injected:
The quiet code into the decode input
The activation signal into the analogue side of the channel under test.
Input crosstalk:
A sine-wave test signal at the reference frequency of 1020 Hz and at a level of
0 dBm0, applied to an analogue 2-wire interface, should not produce a level
in any other half connection exceeding -73 dBm0 for near-end crosstalk
(NEXT) and -70 dBm0 for far-end crosstalk (FEXT).
Typical measured value -84 dBm0.
The measurement shall be carried out in accordance with ITU-T Rec. Q.552,
figure 8/Q.552.
Output crosstalk:
A digitally simulated sine-wave test signal at the reference frequency of
1020 Hz, +2Hz -7Hz applied at a level of 0 dBm0 to an exchange test point
Ti, should not produce a level in any other half connection exceeding
-70 dBm0 for near-end crosstalk (NEXT) and -73 dBm0 for far -end crosstalk
(FEXT).
Typical measured value -84 dBm0

The measurement shall be carried out in accordance with ITU-T Rec. Q.552,
figure 9/Q.552

4.3.4 Spurious effects at OUTPUT in presence of input signal

4.3.4.1 Total distortion including quantizing distortion

With a sine-wave test signal at the reference frequency of 1020 Hz (see
ITU-T Recommendation 0.132) applied to the 2-wire interface of an input
connection, or with a digitally simulated sine-wave signal of the same charac-
teristic applied to the exchange test point of an output connection, the signal-
to-total distortion ratio, measured at the corresponding outputs of the half con-
nection with a proper noise weighting (see Table 4 of G.223 ) should lie above
the limits shown in figure 11 and figure 12
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Input Level

 -45 -40 -30 - 20  -10  0 [dBm0]

[dB]

  0

19.9

24.9

32.9
35.0

Input Connection

Figure 11. Limits for signal to total distortion ratio as a function of
                 input level. Sine wave method.

  Input relative level, Li = 0 dBr
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4.3.4.2 Rejection of spurious signals

With a digitally generated sine wave in the frequency range 300 - 3400 Hz,
and at a level of  0 dBm0, applied to the exchange test point Ti of a half
connection, the level of spurious out-of-band image signals measured
 selectively at the 2-wire interface, is less than -25 dBm0.

4.3.4.3 Rejection of out-of-band signals

With a sine-wave signal in the range from 4.6 kHz to 72 kHz applied to the
2-wire interface of an input connection at a level of -25 dBm0, the level of

any image frequency produced in the time slot corresponding to the input
 connection will be at least 25 dB below the level of the test signal.

4.4 Power supply
The LIB8 must be supplied with -48V, +5V, -5V and +12V.

Input Level

 -45  -40  -30  - 20  -10 0  [dBm0]

[dB]

  0

19.5

33.8
35.0

14.5

28.8

Output Connection

Figure 12. Limits for signal to total distortion ratio as a function of
 input level. Sine wave method.
Output relative level, Lo = -7 dBr
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4.5 Clock signals
The LIB8 must be supplied with 4.000 MHz and 12.288 MHz clock signals.

4.6 Mechanical data
Size of PCB 178 mm x 221 mm
Mounting height max 13.5 mm
Weight 0.5 kg

4.7 Power consumption
The total power consumption is the sum of the power dissipation on the board
and the power fed to the subscriber line.
The power consumption varies between the different generations and also
between the revision states within each generation. It is also heavily depen-
dent on the length of the subscriber line and the traffic intensity.
For that reason, the power consumption is specified for a board without
traffic i.e. HOOK ON and the combos in POWER OFF, and for a board with
traffic on all channels with a loop resistance of 600 ohms each channel.
The dissipation for each supply voltage and total dissipation per board is
specified in the tables below.

Without traffic:
Board Power consumption (W)

+12V +5V -5V -48V Total

ROF 137 8406/all indexes 0.02 0.53 0.03 0.661.2 W

With traffic on all eight channels (600 ohms loop resistance):

ROF 137 8406/1,2,3 0.02 0.8 0.2 14.2 15.2 W
ROF 137 8406/11,12,13,21 0.02 0.8 0.2 16.617.6 W

The traffic dependent power consumption per channel can be calculated
according to the equations below:
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Ptraffic  = U battery
2

Rfeed + Rline

+ Pchannel

where

Rline = the subscriber line loop resistance

Pchannel
=  traffic dependent powerper channel drawn from the

+12V, +5V and -5V supply voltages

(Watt/channel)

and is about

0.1 W

Ubattery = station battery voltage

Example:
Calculate the total power dissipation on a board withtraffic on
two channels, battery voltage -48V, loop resistance 600 ohms.

The power dissipation without traffic is1.2 Was shown above.

Ptotal = 2 x Ptraffic +  1.2 =4.6 Watt

and the part dissipated in the lines:

P
line

= 2 x Ubattery

800 + Rline

( ) x
2

Rline
 = 1.4 Watt

and  hence the power dissipated on the board:

Pboard = Ptotal - Pline = 4.4 - 1.4 =3.2 Watt

Ptraffic  =
48 2

800 + 600
+  0.1 = 1.7 Watt / channel

Rfeed             =   feeding resistance according to table1, page 2

The feeding resistance is2x400 ohms i.e. index 1, 2 or 3 (see table 1)
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5 ENVIRONMENTAL PERFORMANCE

5.1 Climatic
The board is designed to work in environment class S8 (indoor premises
with regulated temperature), as defined in ST 1025-201 (Standard Technical
Instruction).

5.2 Overvoltage
The LIB8 is basically designed to comply with the ITU-T Rec. K20.
In some respects, the LIB8 exceeds the K20.
For instance, the board will withstand an overvoltage of 240V rms, between
the a-wire and b-wire, and between a + b-wire and ground, for at least
24 hours, without any permanent damage.
The tests according to ITU-T K20, table 2/K.20 (exposed environments)
have been performed with gas discharge tube as primary protection as
specified in ITU-T, K12.


